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School board votes unanimously
to expand IB program ‘wall-to-wall’
By Ashley Shorter
and Shaina Thompson

E

ntering the 2014-2015
school year will be a
huge and exciting shift for nonInternational Baccalaureate (IB)
Diploma Programme students,
due to Morgan Park being
named the seventh high school
in Chicago to become “wall-towall” IB.
The decision to expand MP’s
existing IB program was officially
made on Wednesday, December
18 during the monthly meeting

of the Chicago Board of Education, when board members voted
unanimously to add MP as a
wall-to-wall school beginning next
school year. The public participation portion of the open meeting at 125 S. Clark Street was
attended by Principal Dr. Carolyn
Epps, 19th Ward Alderman Matt
O’Shea, Local School Council
(LSC) Chairperson Carisa Parker,
and parent Tiasha Echols.
The principal was thrilled to
learn that MP was chosen as one
of the few high schools in the city
to offer the challenging academic

Concerts bring
holiday spirit

program.
“The quality of instruction,
the way the teachers instruct is
much more rigorous, and I think
students will benefit from that and
be much better prepared for college and careers,” Dr. Epps said.
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Santa Claus (senior Vance
Neil) gets into the spirit
during the chorus concert
held last month. (Photo by
Zachary Lampkin)
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MP NAMED
WALL-TO-WALL

Twenty-two different high schools offer an IB program, according to a search conducted on
the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) website. Seven of them are “wall-to-wall” schools, with
Morgan Park taking on the designation for the 2014-2015 school year.
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Years program, and juniors and
seniors take part in the Diploma
program.

Map of International
Baccalaureate high school
programs offered by CPS

By Marcellus Freeman
n this time of happiness
and joy you can hear
Christmas songs on the radio
that just make you feel good
inside well instead of hearing
it on the radio, MP’s very own
bands and choruses brought
joy, happiness, and above
all else, that great Christmas
feeling, live, to Blackwelder
Hall during two different
concerts held last month.
The jazz, beginning, and
advanced band kicked off
the seasonal festivities--which
weren’t held last year due to
the auditorium renovation-on the evening of Thursday
December 14, while the vocal
groups, featuring the girls
chorus, male chorus, Concert Chorale, and the Gospel
Ensemble showed their talent

MP currently offers the selective IB Middle Years and Diploma
programs since 1999, but not
to every student enrolled. The
program is split up among each
grade, with freshmen and sophomores participating in the Middle
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By Ashley Evans

very single year there is something new at MP: new
administration, new attendance rules, new construction, new
requirements, new teachers, new beverage restrictions, new closed
campus rules, new bathroom rules, new ID’s, new fees, new, new, new.
Not surprisingly, something really new is coming: Morgan Park
High School will have lots in store for the 2014-2015 school year. Last
month, the decision was finalized that the entire school will be IB (International Baccalaureate).
In fact, the Chicago Board of Education unanimously voted to
expand the IB program to become “wall-to-wall” at MPHS to give every
student, not just those who are specially selected based on aptitude and
ability, to receive IB instruction and course work. MP currently offers the
IB program to select students through the Diploma Programme (for upperclassmen) and the Middle Years Program (freshmen and sophomores).
I know what you all are thinking: MP all IB? I know, me too. The once
highly-selective program will be accessible to the slackers, hard workers,
and, ahem, ratchets. Wall-to wall means exactly that: every single student,
from the No. 1 top student with that 5-point-something GPA, to that kid that
hasn’t shown up since his Freshman Orientation six or seven years ago.
Even though this rigorous program has been a part of MP since

REVIEWS

1999, what do a majority of the students even know about the serious
academic program?
“IB has three programs,” IB coordinator Morgan Mudron said.
“The PYP (Primary Year’s Program) is for pre-k through 5th grade.
The MYP--Middle Years Program--is 6th through 12th grade. The
DP--Diploma Program--is 11th through 12th. We, at Morgan Park,
have two of the programs the Middle Year’s from the 9th and 10th
graders and the Diploma Program for 11th and 12th graders. The
Middle Years Program is a pedagogical approach to teaching and
learning structured around unit planning. There are five areas of
interaction, and it ties your learning together. It’s different ways
to looking at how you’re learning and how you go about the
learning process. The Diploma Programme does that, as well
it is a coherent course of study and it all ties [together]. Also,
they are college courses.”
The Board decision is based on providing a better learning
opportunity for every student in a general neighborhood school.
With
“Morgan Park will still be a neighborhood school, is not
IB, get
pushing for complete IB,” Assistant Principal Gail Tennial
ready for teacher
said, meaning that incoming students won’t have to be select-
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By Brittney McMillion
and Maggie West

Y

ou wake up at 5:30 a.m.
You shower (hopefully),
put on the clothes that you laid out
the night before. But then you soon
change your mind about what you
planned because it didn’t seem to
work out like you thought.

After 20 minutes of going
through your closet you settle on
your outfit and ready to go. You
grab your bag, coat, and keys, and
you’re ready to head to school.
Keep in mind you left home
in enough time to be cleared
through metal-detectors and be
on time for first period. But when
you walk through those steel
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gates of Mustang Pride, you approach a crowd of angry, freezing,
MP students who are waiting to
enter the building.
Your mind starts to boggle
about how you got caught up
into that chaos. Did you not leave
home early enough? No you left
at the right and appropriate time.
The question is does Morgan Park
High School have the adequate
procedures of making sure their
students enter the building safely?
For the past few weeks,
there’s been a problem with the
broken “microwave” or the “easy-
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Meaning of Christmas is?
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By Alexia Moore

eing overwhelmed
with gifts has people
all around the world receiving
the yearly reminder of what
Christmas is really about.
Taking the religious meaning out of Christmas is becoming a well- known issue around
the world. Many people may
argue that the true meaning of
Christmas is slowly but surely
being forgotten while students
at Morgan Park seem to think
outside of that category.
Not every student only
looks forward to Christmas be-

cause of the gifts and money
they will receive. Some actually
take the true meaning of this
special holiday to heart.
Others may think of gifts
in terms of being granted the
successes they work so hard
for. Senior Shelana Martin said
that the perfect Christmas gift
for her would be “a full ride
to school and no debt after
school, why because it would
be less of a burden on my family and less of a burden on me

Please turn to page 13 for

DIFFERENT
MEANINGS
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By Yardayn Watkins

tudents have concluded
that they will never be
able to drink any liquids in the
school other than the cafeteria’s
revoltingly thick chocolate milk and
the body temperature water from
the dribbling fountains, after the
administration randomly changed
the school’s beverage policy.
Many remain confused about
the school’s recent decision to ban
all outside liquids from entering the
building, partly because there aren’t
many other beverage alternatives
for thirsty, exhausted students to
choose from, unlike other schools
where Gatorade, Kool-Aid and
other brands are practically falling
from the ceiling after cries of thirst.
“They spent all this money
on remodeling the school and still
didn’t get any juice machines,” a senior said. “Nobody wants any stinking milk in the middle of the day
after a bunch of irritating classes.”
The school has yet to give
any reason for the rule to students besides that liquids can be
a hazard to other people in the
building. Students have begun
thinking that new magical mystery
clear liquids called “wa-ter” and
“Ju-ice” must be the source of
worry for administration.
“Wa-ter and Ju-ice came out
over the summer and are at all the
parties,” senior Darquan said. “It’s

the most popular thing out now,
literally everyone drinks them. If
you had a long day and take a
drink of wa-ter or ju-ice, you aren’t
tired anymore, It’s amazing!”
There is no end in sight for
the seemingly outrageous policy.
“If they want to keep the silly
policy, then I’m going to make
ju-ice once I get in the school,”
junior Raylaw said. “I hope they
end the stupid policy, though.”
Other students have begun to
embrace the policy and have even
started to back off of protesting
the rules to the school board.
“I personally don’t mind not
being able to bring drinks into the
school,” freshman Sharkeisha Jackson said. “I think that it promotes
a much healthier lifestyle along
with the opportunity to stay in class
longer because you don’t have to
go to the bathroom. It’s especially
good because we aren’t allowed to
use the bathroom anyway, I heard
there are monsters in there.”
Jackson is not the only person to speak out on behalf of the
administration, even some parent
have decided to speak up.
“My child doesn’t need to be
drinking any juice in school anyway,” parent Joyce Witherspoon
said. “All that sugar does is clog up
your brain and make it so that you
can’t do math problems and read
words and such. She drinks half of a
gallon of milk every day before she

leaves the house, she isn’t thirsty.”
After the constant down pour
of negative criticism towards the
schools new policies, the question
is now, “Will Morgan Park make
the necessary changes to appeal
to the students?”
“Morgan Park better start
letting us bring our drinks in the
building,” freshman Lashawnda
Fleece said. “This school got confused temperatures and it’s always
dry, it can’t be legal or healthy for
them to do this. I’m going to start
putting Capri Suns in my weave.”
In case you need help: Satire:
(n) a way of using humor to show
that someone or something is
foolish, weak, bad, etc. : humor
that shows the weaknesses or bad
qualities of a person, government,
society, etc.

EMPEHI News encourages readers to express their opinions or respond to stories,
editorials or columns by writing letters to
the editor. All letters must have a name and
division number. We reserve the right to edit
all letters for mechanics, length, and content.
Please submit responses with name and division to Mr. Majeske or any member of the
newspaper, or to KEMajeske@cps.edu.
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continued from page 1

at the winter chorale festival on
Monday, December 16.

Band concert highlights
The special show served as
a fund raiser to help fund the
band’s upcoming performances
and competitions, while jamming
to the smooth sounds of the jazz
band, the voices and musicianship of the beginning band, and
the more distinguished musicians
of the concert band.
“I believe all the bands did
well,” longtime band director
and music teacher Shemeka Nash
said. “I am very happy with their
performances.”
The jazz group played only
three selections in order to give
time to the other two groups. The
songs performed included “No L
In Swing” arranged by Mike Story,
a jazzed-up version of “The First
Noel,” and “Song for My Father” by
Horace Silver. Each band member
soloed on a song, some on all three.
“The jazz band sounded great
as always,” senior Joshua Brock
said. “I’m glad they were able to
play this year after all the concerts
were canceled last year.”
After the well-received per-

formance, a quick, but well-played
percussion ensemble from members of the concert band played
“Angels We Have Heard on High.”
“We performed well, seeing
as, for most of us, this was our
first concert; it was a beautiful
performance,” junior Marcus
Wheat said.
Not long afterward, the
beginning band came on stage
and played “Go Tell Aunt Rhodie’s
Diet,” and “Jingle Bells.” Though
their musicianship is only that of a
novice level, the students in beginning band played with the confidence of an experienced band.
“I feel that beginning band
did good, even though it was our
first time playing in a concert,”
freshman Brianna Owens said.
After the that young group’s
performance, the more experienced musicians of the concert
band rearranged the stage and
sat patiently to begin playing.
They then closed out the show
with three selections: “Toyland,”
“A Visit from Saint Nicholas,” and
“We Wish You a Jazzy Christmas.”
“Concert band did an excellent job; I am very proud of everybody,” said Yardayn Watkins,

drum major and concert band
percussion section leader. “It was
an amazing show.”
The song “A Visit from Saint
Nicholas” was narrated by the
new piano teacher, Marcus Sims.
He was hired earlier in the school
year in order to offer piano to students and to even out the larger
music class sizes. Add his voice
with the concert band and you
have a great combination.
“I believe we did well, especially the guest speaker,” trumpet
player and trumpet section leader
Kris Herring said.

Historically speaking
During the Christmas season,
there are carolers, bands, musicians
and other people who try to bring
the holiday joy to streets, theaters,
and music halls.
“Carols were first sung in
Europe thousands of years ago, but
these were not Christmas Carols,”
according to James Cooper on the
website “The History of Christmas
Carols.” “They were pagan songs,
sung at the Winter Solstice celebrations as people danced round stone
circles (The word carol originally
meant to dance to something).”
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IB buzz

A screenshot of an example of a ManageBac opening
page, an online app that IB students are urged to use.
By Chelsea Brown
Morgan Park International Baccalaureate (IB) students
need to pay for ManageBac, but trust me, it is the best $10 you
will ever spend in your IB life.
ManageBac is the only IB software designed for planning,
assessment and reporting in the IB continuum.
IB coordinator Morgan Mudron is asking that all IB juniors
and seniors pay as soon as possible; it was due two weeks ago.
Without this program, students will have to complete a huge

Please turn to page 5 for IB

Christmas concerts highlights
1. Director Gabrielyn Foster conducts the boys chorus during
the “Singing in the Season” concert last month. 2. Piano
teacher and gospel vocalist Marcus Sims performs with
the concert band during their show in December. 3. Senior
Courtney Jones performs a solo. 4. The girls chorus. 5. The
gospel choir. 6. Jazz band members Yardayn Watkins, Isaiah
James, and Curtis Mitchell. 7. Concert band saxophonist
Shelena Martin. 8. Junior Raynard Parham performs on the
trumpet during the band concert held last month. (Photos by
Zachary Lampkin and 		
)
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After years of quiet promises, rumors,
wall-to-wall will come to MP this fall
F

or the last few years it
was rumored that MP
would be identified as one of the
original five wall-to-wall schools
that Mayor Rahm Emanuel and
then-Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) CEO Jean-Claude Brizard
announced would open in the fall
of 2013, according to a March

23, 2012 CPS press release. The
same announcement included the
plan to add five more IB Diploma
Programmes in high schools
around the city, but no specific
names were given for any of the
10 total schools planned.
Seven months later, the
mayor and new CPS CEO Bar-

bara Byrd-Bennett published
an updated press release about
the location of the 10 new IB
programs. However, the official
announcement only named four
of the five schools to get the wallto-wall program:
“The five new wall-to-wall
schools are located at Senn High

School in Edgewater, Back of the
Yards High School, Roberto Clemente Community Academy in
Humboldt Park, Hyde Park Career
Academy in Woodlawn and one
more high school that has yet to
be announced,” the October 12,
2012 press release states.
Then, two months later, the

expansion of the wall-to-wall
program grew to a total of six,
surprising some when Mayor
Emanuel and CEO Byrd-Bennett
named Taft and Lincoln Park high

Please turn to page 6 for

IB PROGRAM
EXPANSION

MP NAMED
WALL-TO-WALL
continued from page 1

However, despite the school
being designated as literally IB
wall-to-wall, it is still considered a
neighborhood school featuring an
open-enrollment policy for those
in the attendance boundary.
This is a program that widens
the opportunities that are out
here for high schools students
and their career after high school.
Incoming freshmen of 2014 and
currently-enrolled students will
be placed on a higher curriculum
level, and student performance
along with the instruction is expected to improve.
“It will be much more
challenging, it will be more
inquiry-based,” the principal said.
“Students will have increased
responsibilities as far as the types
of projects that they do, so I think
students will find it [as having]
more meaningful instruction.”
Although the Morgan Park
High School name will remain, it
is still considered a “new” school
according to CPS officials, and
with that designation, teacher
positions are redefined to include
delivering instruction according
to IB guidelines. Because of that,
teachers who are not IB-certified
are required to apply for a position at the school, if they wish to
return next school year. Approximately one-third of the teaching
staff have undergone IB training.
CPS is increasingly emphasizing the importance of the IB
program, thanks in large part to
an oft-quoted report touting the
benefits of the rigorous curriculum.
“According to the University of Chicago Consortium on
Chicago School Research, CPS
IB students are 40 percent more
likely to attend a four-year college
and 50 percent more likely to
attend a more selective college,”
a July 12, 2012 CPS press release
states. “Additionally, IB student’s
college retention rate is nearly 90
percent.”
Many students, along with
staff members, were surprised to
hear of the upcoming change to
MP. Some believe that it is a very
good idea, while others believe
the dropout rate will increase and
more students will transfer to different schools.
“I think it’s helpful and [offers]
a better outlook for Morgan Park,
and I look forward to it opening
up several opportunities that will
be helpful for me,” said Matthew
Glass, a junior.
The IB coordinator for the
past four years, Morgan Mudron,
explained the difference between
Advanced Placement (AP) classes
and IB classes. The IB program will

be divided into multiple levels.
The IB Middle Years Program
(MYP) is for the incoming freshman
and sophomore students.
After sophomore year, students have the choice to either
continue their studies and preparation for the IB diploma, or go on
to study for career-based coursework in the IB Career-related
Certificate (IBCC).
“Those courses are university-level classes,” Mudron
said. “The difference with IB, DP
classes, is that all of the classes
are kind of connected.”
All IB teachers will be in unison, as far as the work the students
have. For example, if someone
takes an IB biology class with a
four-page paper due, your IB English teacher will not assign you an
equivalent project or paper. They
will not overlap in any form.
“Last year, the history, English, and Theory of Knowledge
teacher all taught the same book,
and the kids did one paper that
was turned in to all three classes,”
Mudron said. “Cross-curricular
learning is the phrase for it.”
Students have spoken of the
regular-course students being
“forced” into this vigorous program. They feel that they should
have a choice of what curriculum
they want to study.
“I really don’t think this is
fair to those students,” IB senior
Makayla Howell said.
MP’s IB expansion is only
part of a plan of larger scope
to improve education for CPS
students. Mayor Rahm Emanuel
and then-CPS CEO Jean Claude
Brizard first announced a proposal
in a press release, dated March
23, 2012, to create 10 new IB
programs across the city, five of
which would be wall-to-wall.
“Nothing is more important
than the education of our children
and students who complete
this program have proven its
success,” said Mayor Emanuel,
according to the press release.
“Expanding the IB Programme
to 10 more schools allows us to
provide students and families
from across the city with another
option and another opportunity
for a high-quality education.”
The number of wall-to-wall
schools has grown beyond the
five initially proposed. The other
six schools are Senn High School
in Edgewater, Back of the Yards
High School, Roberto Clemente
Community Academy in Humboldt Park, Hyde Park Career
Academy in Woodlawn, Taft High
School in Norwood Park, and
Lincoln Park High School.

What might wall-to-wall mean to you?
Students likely have many questions about how the upcoming IB wall-to-wall program
will impact them and the future of the school. Although Morgan Park officials have not yet
released the specifics for implementing the IB wall-to-wall program, some details can be
anticipated based on information gathered by examining FAQ’s provided by some schools
that rolled out the program this school year. The Q&A below was adapted from Copyright ©
Senn High School and Hyde Park Academy materials.
What does Wall-to-Wall IB mean for Morgan Park High School?
Wall-to-Wall IB refers to the expansion of the existing IB Programme within designated schools in CPS. Until
now, only high performing IB applicants participated in and benefitted from the IB Programme. Under the
Wall-to Wall model, all students at Morgan Park High School will participate in some aspect of the IB Programme. All 9th and 10th grade students at Morgan Park High School will participate in the IB Middle Years
Programme (IBMYP). The full Diploma Programme (IBDP) is for 11th and 12th grade students and is the most
rigorous college preparatory program in Chicago. In the 9th and 10th grades, this pathway, the DP Prep, remains
application-based and is selective. Students may also choose the IB Career-related Certificate (IBCC).
I live within Morgan Park’s attendance area and am concerned that I may not qualify for the IB Programme. Should I be worried?
Not at all. Most importantly, Morgan Park remains a community school. It is not being converted into
a selective enrollment school, though students will continue to apply for the full-honors/advanced DP
Prep and IB DP, as has always been the case.
What is the difference between the IB Programme and the standard high school curriculum?
The following is featured: Integrated curriculum: Students apply what they learn in one class in other classes.
For example, reading “Catcher in the Rye” in a literature class may be the basis for a discussion of psychology in a social studies class. Emphasis on Inquiry and Critical Thinking: Students learn to analyze, not just
memorize facts. Projects: Students conduct in-depth research into subjects of interest to them ad communicate
what they’ve learned in a paper or presentation. Criterion Referenced Assessment: Each student’s work is evaluated
based on IB standards. In upper grade courses, the students’ final work on designated projects, as well as on IB external examinations is assessed by IB experts, thus providing adherence to internationally accepted high standards.
What is IBMYP?
The IB Middle Years Programme (MYP) is designed to prepare all 9th and 10th grade students to
access the rigorous IB curriculum in the 11th and 12th grades. There are two pathways in the MYP:
(1) For those students who have been admitted to pursue the IB Diploma, MYP will encompass the
DP Prep curriculum. (2) For students who are not pursuing the IB Diploma, MYP will offer classes at the
honors level, with students grouped according to their strengths by subject. The curriculum and sequence
of courses is designed to prepare students for AP and IB courses at the 11th and 12 grade levels. All students
will complete a personal project. Students excelling in this pathway will have an opportunity to move into DP
Prep/DP at the end of grade 9 or grade 10.
What is the IB Career-related Certificate track?
The IB Career-related Certificate (IBCC) is an innovative education framework for students aged 16
to 19 incorporating the vision and educational principles of the IB into a unique programme specifically tailored for students who wish to engage in career-related learning. The IBCC framework is built
around three interconnected elements: at least two Diploma Programme course; an IBCC core that includes
approaches to learning, community and service, language development and a ref lective project; and an approved career-related study. The IBCC framework begins in the 11th grade (prerequisites for the program are
taken in the 9th and 10th grades) and allows students to specialize in, and focus on, a career-related pathway.
How will Wall-to-Wall IB affect current Morgan Park High School students?
Students currently attending Morgan Park will not be affected nor displaced by IB Programme expansion. The
expansion affects incoming community students by opening more seats in the selective DP Prep and IB DP.
I have heard that only the most highly motivated and skilled students can do the IB Diploma Programme in 11th and 12th grade. Is this true? And if so, what will I do if I am not ready for the challenge?
The full Diploma Programme will not be compromised. DP students are the most motivated/skilled
students. Most of these students will come from DP Prep. All other students will choose from one or
more IB Diploma courses for a certificate, or complete one of the core components of the IB Diploma
Programme, or complete the IB Career-related Certificate.

Please turn to page 5 for FAQ’S
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Service learning project
gives students perspective
on homeless reality
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Honor induction held

By Courtney Jones

S

tudents volunteered at
a homeless shelter last
month, as part of a project where
they earned service learning
hours, but also learned a bit more
about the hardships endured by
those in need.
Earlier in the school year, a
project was introduced to students that would allow them to
obtain service learning hours.
The project, entitled “Understanding the Homeless in
Chicago,” designed by Dr. Deborah Hawes, a service learning cocoach, was initially designed for
seniors who needed the service
Students serve meals during their visit to the Pacific Garden
learning hours in order to be eliMission as part of service learning project. (Photo by Regine
gible for graduation this coming
Hoover)
spring.
The students who participated would have to volunteer at a
learn a lot from it. I advise people
said. “They said they were ‘our’
age. These weren’t people that
homeless shelter and serve meals, to get on the next trip to go and
participate in this activity.”
were drunks or high. They were
and donate new toys, clean used
clothing, and canned goods. It
Prior to going on the trip,
people, and I think that connecwas extended to all grade levels,
some students had very negative
tion was made. What they saw
and 235 students, both male
views on homeless people. The
were people that could’ve been
word “lazy” and them “not wantany one, even a relative, and
and female, participated in the
ing to get a job” came across
that’s the whole point.”
project. The students who visited
the Pacific
their minds
Recently, working in the
Garden Miswhen they
school’s office, or being a mansion (1458
were asked
ager for a team has been unclasabout them
sified as acceptable as a service
S. Canal St.
There have been those
prior to the
learning opportunity. Dr. Hawes
in Chicago),
that went
project in a
describes service learning as
starving, those that need a
think of the
pre survey.
identifying a community issue and
bottle of water, and feed their
opportuIt was
taking the next step to resolve
kids. My personal experience
also perthat issue while also incorporating
nity as a
is we just need to help these
ceived that
it into the school curriculum.
life-changing
people. We can’t just let them
experience.
only older
Those who went on the trip
be out on the streets and die.
“It
people, and
had to do research, an OEA (obThey need out support.
often those
servation, evidence, analysis) rewas a very
--Hannah Durkan, senior
touching
who had
sponse, and various other things.
drug and
Service learning is supposed to
field trip,”
junior Bailey Rinehart said. “It
alcohol problems, were present
Please turn to page 6 for
showed how people who don’t
in homeless shelters. After goSERVICE PROJECT
have homes or aren’t fortunate
ing on the visitation, their views
changed.
enough to have an income deal
BECOMES REAL
“On Friday’s trip, [the
with life. They have to withstand
LEARNING
every night to stay alive. It’s a very students] saw some teenagers
touching experience. You can
there [at the shelter],” Dr. Hawes
EXPERIENCE

A formal induction was held for 24 new National Honor Society
members who were selected last spring. From left: Dakota
Reid, Evangularnette Richards, Jaeda Branch, Jennifer
Gardner, Krystina Echols, Chardae’ Capler, Yerr’Elle
Patton, Necole Stokes, Maggie West, Marcellus Freeman,
Kerry Jones, Kamau Haymon, and Richard Chandler.

FAQ’S

continued from page 4

Will Morgan Park continue to offer Advanced Placement (AP)
courses?
Yes, Morgan Park will continue to offer a number of AP courses with the goal of the majority of advanced level coursework
moving to IB offerings.
What is the timeline for the Wall-to-Wall IB expansion at Morgan
Park High School?
Full roll-out will begin with 9th grade in the 2014-15 school year.
By the 2017-18 school year, the Wall-to-Wall expansion will be
complete and involve all Morgan Park High School students.
Why is all this attention suddenly being given to IB in Chicago
Public Schools?
A research study conducted by the University of Chicago
showed the major advantages that IB graduates in CPS have
over their peers when it comes to enrolling in high-quality
colleges and successfully completing college. Publication of
this study prompted Mayor Emanuel to announce that IB would be
expanded throughout the city so that more students would have the
opportunity to benefit from this high-quality programme.
Will there be more homework?
There will not necessarily be more homework, just different
work. Students will be expected to complete more projects
and writing assignments. Sophomore MYP students will be
required to complete a Personal Project. The bulk of this project will be completed as homework.

IB BUZZ

continued from page 3

binder full of their CAS activities, poster, picture, and documentations
the experience. Those students will have to purchase the materials
themselves. In the end, you’ve spent the $10 and did extra work, so
just pay the fee as soon as you can.

IAs, IAs, IAs
By now I know every IB junior and senior is tired of hearing the
words Internal Assessment (IA). The juniors finally turned in their Math
Studies IAs in on Dec. 20, and the seniors turned in their Extended Essays, history and psychology IAs all in before break. Only things left are
orals and exams. For juniors, the Math Studies exam is on May 13-14.
For seniors, English orals are the week of February 10-14 and February
17-21. Language B independent writing is on February 6 and language
B orals are the week of February 23-28. For senior exams are expected
to be seven to nine days long in May; Ms. Mudron will distribute a full
schedule sometime this month.

IB Class of 2009 visit
Fifteen MP IB graduates from the Class of 2009 spoke with our IB
students on Friday, December 20, during 7th and 8th period. These
returning Mustangs have graduated from Ivy League, Big Ten, and
some of the most highly selective universities in the nation. They currently work for Google, Apple, IBM, Fortune 500 companies, and other
top places of employment.
The special guests participated in a presentation and panel discussion for the many IB students who attended. The graduates are offering mentoring and networking opportunities to all MP IB students.

Class of 2009 speaks to current International Baccalaureate and Middle Years students. Those who
attended include Kim and Tim Lewis (who met and dated while students at MP, and now are
married), Ariana Taylor, Destinee Miguest, Rodney Johnson Jr., Danesha Lewis, Victor Scotti,
Kirsti Gilmore, Vickie Johnson, Tim Lewis, Deanna Brooks, Alexandria Moore, Asia Bowman, and
Ooshene Fox. (Photo by Chelsea Brown)
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Project sparks student reflection on plight of homeless
By Marcie Dunn
and Kristina Echols

W

hat appeared to be
an easy community
project, entitled “Understanding
the Homeless in Chicago,” turned
out to be a lot more complicated
and important than any of us
had anticipated. Seniors were
offered a chance to complete
the graduation Service Learning
requirement in less than two
months. Piece of cake, huh? Not
exactly!
The project actually involved completion of an OEA
on Homeless Youth, mandatory
attendance of an in school assembly which was conducted
by the Chicago Coalition for the
Homeless (CCFTH), completion of pre and post surveys on
Perceptions of the Homeless,
four additional writing assignments covering various aspects
of homelessness, a post project
assessment, and participation
in four collection drives (i.e.,
donation of new toys, canned
foods, toiletries, and clean used
clothing).
The culminating activity was
two visits to Pacific Garden Mission, which is one of the largest
and oldest homeless shelters in
the city of Chicago, to deliver donated items and learn more about
how these programs work.
As time grew nearer to the
first of three scheduled shelter

trips, the amount of things collected grew far beyond what
any of us could have imagined.
Students brought in bags and
bags of wonderful new toys,
nice clothing and just about
every type of canned food and
toiletry that you could imagine.
Room 346 was full of donations!
Over 900 toys and approximately 700 items in each of the
remaining collection categories.
Canned goods collected by Ms.
Kandice Morgan, the librarian,
were also given to our project,
which added another 500 cans
of food.
By the end of the trip, we
had learned more about homelessness than we started out
knowing, and this was a successful project. However, the real
“learning” emerged as we walked
the halls of the Pacific Garden
Mission shelter and were greeted
warmly and thanked over and
over for our donations (so many
that only part could be taken on
each trip).
Our tour included listening to
the testimony of our guide, Calvin,
a resident studying for leadership
in the shelter’s ministry program.
We also put on plastic gloves
and proceeded to make over 500
beds. Our final activities included
a small group of students working
in the kitchen and serving up soup
and sandwiches to hundreds of
residents, setting the tables, and
cleaning up after lunch.

Students prepare bedding in the rows upon rows of bunk bed-style cots that provide a warm and
safe place for the homeless who visit the Pacific Garden Mission. (Photo by Regine Hoover)
None of us knows for sure
what the future will bring to us.
Hard times can fall on anyone
in this economy – and even
those fortunate enough to have
good jobs may only be a few
pay checks away from poverty
themselves if they lost their jobs.

Images will forever be etched
in our minds of the hundreds
of homeless in just one facility
– men, women and sadly small
children, living from day to day
with choices we take for granted.
We are even more thankful
for a single warm bed in the pri-

vacy of our own bedrooms; choices of what to eat most meals; the
latest electronics and designer
clothing. We are grateful that in
some small way that we could
make a difference in the lives of
others. Make a difference...reach
out and help someone!

SERVICE PROJECT BECOMES REAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE
continued from page 5

be just that: servicing the community and learning from it. Students
feel like that was accomplished.
“I’ve seen many different
types of homeless people,”

senior Hannah Durkan said.
“There have been those starving,
those that need a bottle of water,
and feed their kids. My personal
experience is we just need to

help these people. We can’t just
let them be out on the streets and
die. They need out support.”
Aside from their minds being
opened about the types of peo-

Much of the day helping
out at the Pacific Garden
Mission was spent doing
labor, including making beds,
serving meals, and bringing
the loads of canned goods
(at left) that were collected
from various food drives at
Morgan Park. The students
who participated donated over
1000 toys, 1000 canned goods,
not including the 500 canned
goods collected by librarian
Kandice Morgan’s sponsorship
of various drives, 750 various
toiletries and 1000 pieces
of used clothing. (Photo by
Taliyah Spells)

ple that are in the shelters, their
minds were opened to the fact
that they are not in the shelters,
and they showed their gratitude
after seeing the conditions some
people live in.
“My experience at the homeless shelter was somewhat sad
and somewhat exciting,” senior
Allen Burgess said. “You never
know when that person needs a
helping hand. I’m very fortunate
for the things I have in my life,
you know? Just seeing little kids
in that predicament not having a
Christmas, not having a home. It
made me grateful for the things
that I have. My cell phone, my
home, food, the clothes on my
back, some kids don’t even have
what I have.”
The students who participated donated over 1000 toys,
1000 canned goods, not including
the 500 canned goods collected

by librarian Kandice Morgan’s
sponsorship of various drives, 750
various toiletries and 1000 pieces
of used clothing. There was actually an over abundance of items,
and Dr. Hawes and English teacher
Angela Gipson have to do a separate drop off for the items because
they couldn’t fit on the bus.
The trip really affected
people. There were students crying on the trip, according to Dr.
Hawes, who wasn’t far from crying
herself.
“People always think that
teenagers are so self-centered,”
she said, “but a good deal of
students have been impacted
through this project. I guarantee that when the students take
their post survey in January, a
lot of perspectives of the homeless people have been changed
because of what they saw in the
homeless shelters.”

unanimous vote to add MP as a
wall-to-wall school for the 20142015 school year. The public
participation portion of the open
meeting at 125 S. Clark Street
was attended by Principal Dr.
Carolyn Epps, 19th Ward Alderman Matt O’Shea, Local School
Council (LSC) Chairperson Carisa
Parker, and parent Tiasha Echols.
According to a Substance
News report, the alderman was
the first to speak at the meeting.
“O’Shea said the school
had been without a principal
for 21 months and now Dr.
Carolyn Epps, the new principal,
has helped to ‘turn the school
around,’” the online report states.

“O’Shea said that expanding the
International Baccalaureate [IB]
program would be the best way
to achieve an atmosphere where
children are expected to go to
college.”
The following day, Ald.
O’Shea sent an email to neighborhood stakeholders explaining his support of the program’s
expansion, stating that the “new
curriculum will be a huge improvement to Morgan Park High
School.” He also included that
“There will also be some capital improvements on top of the
recently completed $21 million
facility upgrade” associated with
the wall-to-wall addition.

IB PROGRAM EXPANSION
continued from page 4

schools, with some newspaper
headlines stating that these two
are the “last to offer” the program.
Although it hasn’t been
officially been stated as to why
the MP announcement failed to
materialize until just recently, it
is likely because the school had
been without an elected principal
in place until Dr. Carolyn Epps
was selected by the Local School
Council (LSC) after a 21-month
search.
The speculation regarding MP was finally cleared up
last month, on December 12,
during an after school meeting
conducted in the cafeteria by the

school administration and CPS officials, including Kyle Westbrook
from the Office of Magnet and
Gifted Programs, Chief of OS4
Tracy Martin, Chief of Staff of OS4
Stephanie Donavan, Tiffany Taylor
from CPS’s Human Resources
Department, and two representatives from the Chicago Teachers
Union.
It was explained to the
reported 46 teachers in attendance that, indeed, MP has been
identified as a wall-to-wall school,
and those who have not undergone IB training over the last few
years would have to apply for a
newly-defined position for the
2014-2015 school year.

Those who are IB-certified
are expected to be offered a
position and will not need to go
through an application process.
CPS officials told the staff during
the meeting that they would
return during the Professional
Development Day, Friday, January 24 (no classes), to assist with
the application process, adding
that teachers would know if they
would be retained by mid-March.
The decision, however,
became official the following
week, on Wednesday, December
18 during the monthly meeting
of the Chicago Board of Education, when board members voted
on a variety of issues, including a
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Science fair winners announced
T

he annual local science
fair was held in the
south girls gymnasium earlier in
December, and the winners will
go on to compete at the regional
network fair this month.
The top winners in the Morgan Park high school-level are
senior Deanna Kinds (1st place,
“Segway Stability”), junior Kristina
Echols (2nd, “Limestone No
More”), junior Alexandra Glenn
(3rd, “Glow Sticks”), sophomore
Nefertia Jones (4th “Dangerous Rain”), junior Jaharah Pryor
(5th, “Does Salt Effect the Time
It Takes Water to Boil?”), Alonzo
Chatman (6th “How Does Air
Pressure Affect the Bounce of a
Ball?”), junior Leilani Washington
(7th, “Cell Free Protein Synthesis”), and freshman Darius Jones
(8th, ”Which Would Make a Better Hovercraft: Small or Average
Size Plate?”).
Among the Academic Center
(elementary) level, the winners
are 7th grader Ariel Avina (1st,
“Which Surface Grows the Best
Crystals?”), 7th grader Kimani

Jackson (2nd, “Keeping It Hot!”),
8th grader Brianna Davis (3rd,
“Which Battery Lasts the Longest?”), and 7th grader Kendyll
Cole (4th, “Give It a Lift With a
Lever”).
Two participants from the
2012 fair who placed among the
best, performed as well and even
better this time around. Kinds
leaped to the top spot after placing 10th last year, while Echols
retained her 3rd place spot.
Students were judged on
knowledge gained, scientific approach, experimental approach,
reliability of data, validity of conclusion, estimating experimental
error, originality, quality of visual
presentation, oral presentation,
and the written report.
Winners were determined by
the total points accumulated that
is closest to 100 percent. The maximum number of points that can
be earned is 99 points. 53 of the
points are based on the scientific
method and the overall Impression
of the project. Eight points are
based on display. Another eight

points are based on the oral presentation. The last 30 points are
based on the written report.
The 64th annual CPS Student
Science Fair will take place on
March 20-23 at the Museum of
Science and Industry. This year’s
theme is “Bringing STEM Home.”
Students must design an
experiment to investigate a question or problem, or design or
develop a new model, computer
program, mathematical proof,
and so forth. This is the second
year that students have been
able to enter a project based on
design.
There are 16 different
categories that students may
develop a project: aerospace
science (including astronomy),
behavioral science, biochemistry, botany, chemistry, computer
science, earth science, electronics, engineering, environmental
science, health science, materials science (consumer science),
mathematics, microbiology
(including molecular biology),
physics, and zoology.

First place (high school-level): Deanna Kinds, senior
Project: “Segway Stability”

First place (elementary school-level): Ariel Avina (left), 7th grade
Project: “Which Surface Grows the Best Crystals?”

New ‘Point-of-Sale’ registers get mixed reviews from cafeteria patrons
By Courtney Jones
and Oriana Hondras

A

technology upgrade
that has left some
students with mixed feelings
has recently been added to
the lunch line of the cafeteria.
Three touch screen computers were brought in and
installed on November 26,
replacing the traditional cash
registers. The computers scan
your school-issued identification card, tell you whether
you have free, reduced, or full
priced lunch; and if you do not
have the money to pay, the
amount you owe, it will simply
be added to your debt.
This is a system-wide
initiative that is another part of
Chicago Public Schools (CPS)
effort to control costs. This
lunchroom checkout software
(or Point-of-Sale System) is “a
software suite that will allow
students to pay for meals using
an electronic debit card, eliminating the need for students
to carry cash,” according to
a CPS webpage that explains
the details of the Supplemental Capital Budget for the 2013
fiscal year.
“The software also
provide students and families

A cafeteria staff member scans freshman Lawrence Harrell’s
school identification card after he picked up his lunch. CPS has
installed the new registers and software to make the cafeteria
program more efficient and to reportedly save millions of
dollars.
with online meal applications,
online payment refills, access
to a student’s meal history, and
online meal menus along with
nutritional information. In addition to the community benefits,
the new system provides the
district with greater cash control
and regulatory reporting efficiencies.”
Although implementation of
the tech system will cost $8.5 million, CPS states that the “project
will pay for itself as savings gener-

ated from the new Point-of-Sale
system.”
The new lunchroom manager,
Michael Gilliam, said that the
devices will generate data that
will make the cafeteria program
more efficient.
“What these new machines
do is give you an accurate count
of how many kids are actually
[eating], “ Gilliam said. “It tells
you who’s free, reduced, or full.
It’s faster, more accurate.”
Before the new machines

were installed, lunchroom staff
would have to check for a tiny star
in a certain space on student ID’s
to determine what price was to
be paid for lunch. That isn’t the
case with the new system.
While staff seems to think
the new system is faster, students
aren’t as supportive.
“I think it’s a waste of time,”
senior Jaquan Kilgore said. “They
spent money on something irrelevant. It slows down the lunch
line because every ID has to be
scanned and people have no
choice but to pay for lunch. That’s
terrible; the lunches aren’t worth
the price they’re asking for. The
old system was better.”
Academic Center senior
Alexis Gale disagrees.
“I don’t mind the new system,” she said. “I actually think
it’s faster than the old system. You
scan, you pay or you don’t, and
you leave the lunch line. I don’t
think it gets any simpler than
that.”
Not every student feels that
way. During lunch periods, students complain about scanning
and some even try to make their
way past lunchroom staff to avoid
the process.
“That’s about the only problem we have, getting students to
understand that when they come
down the line, they have to be

scanned to get their meal,”
Gilliam said. “But it cuts our
lunch line time down by 15
minutes, which is good.”
Junior, Shaquira Williams
is indifferent about the machines. She chooses to focus
on other issues.
“They could’ve and
should’ve spent the money on
something better,” she said.
“Maybe some better juices in
the vending machine rather
than those tiny juices they’re
staining us out of.”
To speed up the process
of getting students through
the lunch line more quickly
and efficiently, all of lunchroom
staff will learn how to operate
the new machines because not
all of them know how to do so
since they are so new.

Third lunch line to open
Also, a new system for distributing meals will come into
effect as well to make lunch
time smoother for everyone.
“All three lines are going
to be open soon,” Gilliam
said. “If you want pizza, there
will be a line strictly for that. If
you want a chicken patty, there
will be a line strictly for that.
Students won’t have to crowd.
It’ll be better. We’re working
on it. It’s going to be good.”

Little-known ‘Math Squad’ adds up competition wins
By Richard Chandler
and Tiana Kimble

T

2013-2014 Math Squad

he math team, also
known as the Math
Squad, is an extra-curricular
organization that devotes its
energies to, well, math. The
group, hones its mathematical
prowess, coached by teacher Sara
Harton.
At the local competitions at
the University of Chicago, which

take place throughout the school
year, the students battle with
other schools in various areas of
mathematics. At one competition in particular, held way back
in September, the team earned
victories in Algebra 1 Accelerated, Algebra 2, Geometry, and
Pre-Calculus. With a total of six
individual winners, as well as
three team winners, the Math
Squad appeared to be off to a
great start.
The individual winners in

Algebra 1 Accelerated were
Nefertia Jones and Jacob Bonds,
the claimers of both the impressive 1st and 3rd place. Hanna
Nelson placed 1st for Geometry
accelerated and Candace Klyce
placed 3rd in Algebra 2 Then
to top it all off, Grafton Brown,
the winner of second Place, and
Paul Gilbert, the winner of 3rd,
secured Morgan Park’s name in
Algebra 2 accelerated by declar-

Please turn to page 11 for

MATH TEAM

M

organ Park was in the
spirit of the holiday,
courtesy of the various activities
sponsored by the Student
Council, coordinated by librarian
Kandice Morgan.
The week opened with a
Holiday Sticker Day (Monday, when
council members distributed festive
stickers to students and staff), followed by Ugly Sweater Day (Tuesday, won by senior Zakiyyah Smith),
a Holiday Colors and Accessories
Day (Wednesday, when students
and staff were encouraged to wear
red, white, and green clothing, plus
Santa garb, reindeer antlers, and
the like), a Holiday Character Day
(Thursday, when participants were
urged to dress like their favorite
holiday character), and a Holiday
Cheer Day and Karaoke Caroling
(Friday, held in the library). The
chorus, led by director Gabrielyn
Foster, visited many classrooms
singing Christmas songs.
Also, there was a Hot Cocoa
Social, during which there was
a Girl Talk, followed by a social
featuring a variety of hot chocolate drinks, topped with marshmallows, plus smores, brownie
bites, and red velvet cupcakes.
There was also a cookie decorating contest, with Jainelle Withers
taking 1st place.
There was also the annual
Door Decorating Contest, which
was won by journalism teacher
Keith Majeske and his editing staff
who helped to make the door of
Room 132 so festive. They will
receive a pizza party after school
this week. Those who worked on
the door included Ashley Evans,
James Jackson, Maya James,
Brittney McMillion, Maryah Person, Maggie West, and Bronson
Roseboro. Who knew?

‘13

april

• The boys varsity basketball team wins the IHSA Class 3A title. The last time the team won a state title
was in 1976.
• Blackwelder Hall, the school’s auditorium, reopens after an extensive renovation.

‘13

march

‘13

• After a 21-month search, the Local School Council elects Dr. Carolyn Epps to become principal.
• The Baltimore Ravens beat the San Francisco 49ers in Super Bowl XLVII (Feb. 3): In a wild game, which
includes a 34-minute stadium blackout, the Baltimore Ravens beat the San Francisco 49ers, 34-31.

january
Holiday spirit wraps up December

SCHOOL NEWS

A snapshot of some of the top nationa

‘13

Another busy year
passes by

OPINION

february

2013:

SPECIAL NEW Y
in case you misse
• On Martin Luther King Jr. Day, President Obama is sworn in for a second term.
• MP loses two Mustangs: Long-time security team member Bruce Savage died from a massive heart
attack, while senior Tyrone Lawson is murdered near Chicago State University two days later.
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Seniors look back
on their best memories
By Jada Long

T

he year of 2013 came to an end last
week. While this past 12 months were
new and exciting for many freshmen who have just
begun their high school journey and experiencing
their first of everything, the Senior Class of
Morgan Park recalled their favorite memories,
because they will be graduating in June (as
of today, 150 days till graduation!) and have
experienced their last football games, musical
performances, basketball games, and other big
events.
The most common memory was that of anything related to the annual fall homecoming.
“My favorite memory was my senior homecoming,” senior Shaina Thompson said. “It was
a bittersweet moment. Knowing that this was my
last year I made that night last.”
Another senior, River Bonds said, “My favorite
memory was Spirit Week. I felt the seniors came
strong, and we ended homecoming week showing
out and uplifting our class as a whole.”
Some just love the numerous events of the
special spirited week.
“Homecoming was my favorite memory,”
senior Maryah Person said. “It was exciting pre-

Please turn to page 10 for

LOOKING BACK

• After a lung infection and several months of ill health, Nelson Mandela, the former president of South
Africa and Nobel Peace Prize recipient, dies at age 95.

‘13

december

• China announces a new air defense zone in an area over disputed islands in the East China Sea. The
U.S. ignores the warning, challenges China by sending two B-52 bombers through the zone without
notification.
• Illinois becomes the 15th state to approve same-sex marriage.

‘13

november

• Congress fails to agree on a budget and pass a spending bill, causing the government to shut down.
The failure to pass a bill is largely due to a standoff over the Affordable Care Act. The shutdown lasts for
16 straight days.

‘13

october

• Morgan Park returns to Level 2 status and is no longer on academic probation.
• President Obama surprises many when he announces that he will seek Congressional approval for
military action against Syria. The military action will be in response to the chemical attack that killed
1,429 people last month.

‘13

september

• The new “unified” CPS calendar replaces the multiple school calendars, including Track E; school starts
later on Monday, August 26. However, no fall break and a reduced winter and spring break.
• Various teacher and support staff positions are cut after CPS budget cuts strike schools. After the final
budget totals, MP loses over $500, 000.

‘13

august

• A jury in Florida finds George Zimmerman not guilty of murdering Trayvon Martin.
• Three neighborhood schools in Beverly/Morgan Park were among the 22 “reinvestment schools”
chosen for inclusion in a new program, OS4, launched by the Chicago Public Schools. Barnard Elementary School, Esmond Elementary School, and Morgan Park High School will receive support.

‘13

july

• The Guardian receives information that reveals that the National Security Agency (NSA) is using PRISM
to spy on the web activities, including email, of U.S.
• Chicago Public Schools released budgets for individual schools to principals and revealed details on
how it plans to close a budget gap of nearly $1 billion next year.

‘13

june

• The mayor and CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett announced that CPS students are on track to set the highest high school graduation rate ever, with 63 percent of seniors projected to graduate in school year
2012-2013. Morgan Park records a 79.9 percent graduation rate.

‘13

may

• Blackwelder Hall closes as the school ramps up what becomes part of the $23 million capital improvement of Morgan Park High School. Work continues as the two-year project starts to wind down.
• Multiple bombs explode near the finish line of the Boston Marathon. Two bombs go off around 2:50
in the afternoon as runners finish the race. At least three people are killed.

al and local news stories of 2013

Many could hardly wait
until the Christmas holiday
By Shauntice Allen
and Ahnnyshia Hibler

S

tudents all around the country couldn’t wait until Christmas
break got here last month, looking forward to sleeping late,
opening gifts, enjoying time with their family, and, most of all, no
school!
Morgan Park students were excited about the long overdue time
off, even though the break will be a week shorter this year due to the
return to a regular, or “unified” calendar, similar to what we used to
have before Track E was used.
Just before vacation started a two weeks ago, some students
reflected on how they planned to spend their two weeks off.
“Over Christmas break, I will be visiting family,” senior Brian White
said. “We have a family dinner as a tradition every Christmas Eve. Our
tradition is unique to me because most families just open their gifts.
What makes Christmas unique to me is that I get to see a lot of family
members that I don’t usually see.”
Over the past years, some people feel as though many people
are losing their Christmas spirit. It seems as though Christmas isn’t fun
anymore, and it’s all about materialistic things.
“I’m not really excited about Christmas like how I used to be,
because I think I’ve just gotten older,” senior Deanna Kinds said. “Over
Christmas break, I plan on getting my license and spending time with
my uncle. Our special tradition is that we let the children open their
gifts at 12:00 a.m. Christmas morning.”
When most people think of Christmas, they think of a big tree with
twinkling lights, home-baked cookies, cold milk, and family just sitting
around talking and opening gifts, but that isn’t always true.
“For my Christmas break, I will be visiting my family across the
states,” senior Kelsey Ferguson said. “Our family tradition is that we

Please turn to page 10 for HOLIDAY
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Black Friday kicked off
holiday season for many

SPORTS

Students sell holiday decorations
for Special Olympics in May

By Taylor Cole
and Jaleah Holcomb

T

he holiday season
approached
quickly, with Black Friday on
November 29 of this year, the
unofficial start to the Christmas
shopping season, leaving
thousands of people in a
shopping frenzy.
Black Friday is a crazy time
of the year, only a day after
thanksgiving that has shoppers
anxious to get a hold to the best
deals of the year. Stores promise
some of the hugest deals on the
holiday season’s best electronics, cars, fashion, and more that
are too hard to resist.
This is a major part of year
for retailers, seeing as though
the holiday season shopping
would normally account for
about 20 percent of the retail
industry’s annual sales, according to the National Retail
Federation.
Deals so tempting that
people, stood out in the cold
for them, or even fought each
other over what ending up not
being worth the embarrassment or arrest.
“People were acting
absolutely crazy over any and
everything. That was my first
and very last time going out
shopping on Black Friday,
because I just couldn’t believe
what I was seeing,” junior
Akyesha Hobbs said.
According to the news,
several arrest were made on
the night of Thanksgiving going into the early morning of
Black Friday.
“My mom and I went out
to Wal-Mart for deals on certain electronics, and when we
arrived they’d stopped people
from coming in, because the
police were trying to make
settle a brawl,” junior Tre’Jae
Calhoun said. “I thought it was
funny that people were making
a fool of themselves.”

Students, and Ms. Shaw, pose before their decorated classroom door.
The Special Olympics team enjoyed a successful fundraiser in
December, selling Christmas ornaments, decorations, and gifts
created in their classes. Sales, held outside of the lunchroom,
will help support the purchase of uniforms for team to
participate in Special Olympics Opening ceremonies and Spring
Games events in May 2014. For more information on helping the
program, please contact Mrs. Darlene W. Pollard in Room 120
or Mrs. Vorice Hayes-Causey in Room 122.

A typical scene from around the US: Scores of shoppers
brave the pre-dawn madness in search of holiday deals.
Above, customers pack a North Carolina department store in
the early morning hours.
Black Friday is reported to be
a great opportunity for everyone
to experience at least one time
in their life, although it may bring
out the anger and impatience in
others, it can bring the holiday
spirit out of others.
“Everyone was out shopping
on Black Friday. I even seen some
of my classmates, and it seemed
like they were all enjoying themselves through all of the chaos,”
senior Torrence Johnson said.
More than 141 million shoppers shopped by the end of the
big Thanksgiving weekend, up
from 139 million over the same
time frame last year, according
to National Retail Federation, an
organization that examines retail
business. For those who shopped
multiple times over the weekend,
the survey found more than 248
million waited in line, took advantage of big discounts offered
throughout the mall and shopped
on retailers websites, up from 247
million shoppers last year.
“It’s almost like a national
holiday for some families. A tradition that’s been passed on for
generations,” Footlocker employ-

ee Destinee Powell said.
According to the retail
federation, 53.8 percent of
shoppers surveyed during the
first week of November said
they had already started their
holiday shopping.
“I got a lot of deals on
clothes for myself and Christmas gifts for others. I was
happy with the turnout and the
prices,” Johnson said.
According to a recent
CBS News poll, Black Friday
remains the most popular day
to shop. One third of those
who were surveyed said that
they had planned to do some
holiday shopping over Thanksgiving weekend.
Retailers were all in
competition with each other
to see who could get the most
customers by promoting big
deals, days and even weeks
ahead. Walmart.com kicked off
its holiday season on Nov. 1,
for example.
“I wouldn’t mind doing this
again next year with my friends.
I didn’t sleep at all that night. It
was fun,” Calhoun said.

LOOKING BACK
continued from page 9

paring for the pep rally, going to
the dance, and seeing all of my
friends get dressed up for homecoming.”
Similarly, Randi Crawford
said, “My favorite memory was
homecoming. Doing my last
performance was very exciting.
Winning homecoming queen was
also a good memory for me, as
well as many others.”
Some will always remember
the time that they performed during the festive week.
“My favorite memory was
homecoming week,” senior Ashley Shorter said. “I enjoyed my
final homecoming and our Spirit
Week days. Also, doing my last
cheerleading performance with
my team.”
Sometimes it had nothing to
do with school at all.
“One of my favorite memories was the summer time,” said

senior Brittney McMillion. “Also,
the homecoming dance.”
Some found it difficult to
choose just one.
“Homecoming was one of
my favorite memories of 2013,”
senior Aliyah Simmons said. “As
well as the summer and bubbling
in the last answer on the ACT.”
Others see college admittance as a personal highlight.
“My favorite memory was
getting accepted into ASU,” said
senior Hijrah Alnurridin, “as well
as getting my car.”
Sports achievements are
often something special.
“My favorite memory would
be March 23rd, 2013,” said senior
Erica Kelly. “The day of my first
cheerleading competition. We
came there determined to show
off our skills and show through all
of the setbacks we’re still here.
It was very exciting to basically

showcase what we’ve practiced
for all year. Even though we got
cheated a win, it was a great experience and it brought us closer
as a team.”
Some are looking foward to
the end of the school year.
“Spending time with my
friend’s everyday this summer,”
said senior Alexis Gale. “Homecoming week was very exciting
and December 31st will also be a
very good day.”
Others see making it to the
top of the student body as very
important.
“Becoming a senior finally
was one of my favorite memories,” senior Courtney Jones
said. “Homecoming week and
the homecoming game were
as well. I loved being with my
friends out at the last dance. It
was fun and emotional at the
same time.”

HOLIDAY PLANS
continued from page 9

have a Christmas breakfast at my
ma’s house. We go on skiing and
sledding trips for Christmas, and
that’s what makes us different
than the average family; we rarely
sit in the house around Christmas
time.”
Another student explained
that his family does something a
little different when it comes to
gift-giving.
“Over Christmas break, I am
looking forward into getting my
gifts and going into hibernation
most of the time,” Christopher
Varnado said. “I really needed this
break from school, but my family
special tradition is that we have a
grab bag every Christmas eve.”
Another did offer some
complaint about the length of the
time off.
“Over the break, I will be
sleeping all the time, but I am
upset about the break being
two weeks shorter but we can’t
do anything about that,” senior
James Jackson said. “I still enjoy
Christmas enough though I am

older; Christmas is what you make
it, and it shouldn’t be celebrated
with only materialistic things.”
Although the Christian
holiday of Christmas is generally
ranked the second most popular
celebrated worldwide holiday
(New Year is No. 1), but everyone
celebrates Christmas so differently that no two families are exactly
the same or celebrates exactly
the same way.
“I would love to see how
other countries celebrate Christmas, because I know it would
be so different from the way we
celebrate,” senior Dymond Bruce
said. “I would like to travel to a
different place on Christmas and
see how they celebrate, but this
Christmas break, I will be spending time with my friends or staying in and having family time,”
Said Senior Dymond Bruce.
“There’s nothing really special
about how my family celebrates,
I just enjoy all of us coming
together and that’s all that really
matters to me.”

Illinois State Scholars
announced
E
leven seniors were
selected in early
December as the 2014-2015
Illinois State Scholars and rank
among the top ten percent of
Illinois students, according to
the Illinois Student Assistance
Commission (ISAC).
The students are Jaeda
Branch, Kristalyn Cooksey,
Kamau Haymon, Maya Imala,
Tiana Kimble, Susan Kirklin,
Christian McRoberts, Deja
Perkins, Evangularnet Richards, Brandon Riley, and Jada
Tinnin.
Locally, the Chicago
High School for Agricultural
Sciences had eight Illinois
Scholars, Percy L. Julian High
School had none, Chicago
High School for Agricultural
Sciences had six, Gwendolyn Brooks College Prep had
15, while Fenger had two. In
contrast, the No. 1 school in

the state, Northside College
Preparatory has 166 state
scholars with a total enrollment
of 1069.
In 2013, 14 Mustangs
made the cut, in 11 in 2012,
15 in 2011, 14 in 2010, and 25
in 2009.
An Illinois State Scholar is
decided by the Illinois Student
Assistance Commission (ISAC)
based on their sixth semester
class rank and ACT scores from
their junior year. The ISAC receives the ACT scores directly
and schools send their class
ranks to ISAC.
The final decision on who
is a scholar is determined in
early December. The Illinois
Student Assistance Commission (ISAC) recognized 19,300
students from 675 different
high schools from across the
state as 2014-15 Illinois State
Scholars.
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Glowing letter of recommendation can be key to college admittance
By Brandon Riley
and Charles Bournes

H

igh school seniors,
nationwide, go to their
teachers or other mentors for
letters of recommendations to
assist in getting into college.
Every year, students usually
go to their favorite teacher(s),
counselors, or other academic
advisers regarding letters of
recommendation to use for ap-

plying to colleges on their lists
or scholarships they’re vying for,
with most schools now requiring
at least one.
“Letters of recommendation
give the universities or people in
charge of the scholarships a figure
that numbers, like ACT scores or
GPA don’t tell you, like leadership
qualities,” Social Science teacher
Ryan Berba said. “It allows them
to get to know the individual
better than just transcripts and
scores.”

The main three components
of most college admission processes deal with courses, grades,
and standardized tests. Then
colleges tie in other factors in
order to create a more complete
picture of an applicant. Those
factors include essays, extracurricular activities, work experience,
possible interviews, and recommendations.
Most people believe that
recommendations can be extremely vital deciding factors in

the application process. Because
of this, students will continue to
seek teachers that they believe
will help represent them the best
way possible.
“A letter of recommendation
from a teacher has become as
important as certain test scores
in a way,” MP alum Kelly Cook
said. “For instance, say you have
similar scores and grades to a
student who is also applying for
a scholarship that you are. If your
recommendation is more impres-

sive, more than likely, you’ll beat
them out.”
Even though these recommendations have become a
staple in the process that decides
a teen’s future in society, some
figure that these letters can’t be
that important and aren’t completely ethical.
“They are important and play

Please turn to page 12 for

GETTING A
GOOD LETTER

Don’t wait until senior year to make college decisions
By Samantha Brown

I

f you’re reading this story
for advice on how to pick
schools, you’re already too late.
Whether you know it or not,
essential deadlines have passed,
and you might just be out of luck.
Before all of the college craziness comes into play, there might
be a couple of things you need to
knock out, such as earning service
learning hours and gathering letters of recommendation.
Briana Simmons, a senior, offered her advice for when to get
these things out of the way--and
it isn’t to wait until your final year
of high school.
“Freshman year is the best
year to get your hours out of the
way so that you’re not stressing
yourself senior year,” she said.
“You should also start building
good relationships with your
teachers freshman year, so when
it comes time to get your letters,
you have reliable people to go to
who will speak nice of you in your
letters.”
Applying to college isn’t
exactly easy, but starting the process early and knowing what type
of schools you’re looking at eases
some of the stress and headache
that comes along with it.
Academic Center coordinator
and counselor Kevin Tate agreed
that it’s best to start making decisions early rather than later.
“Well it’s never too early to
actually start exploring colleges
and actually visiting,” he said.
“But you really want to start buckling down and have five to eight
choices by the time you get to
the spring of your junior year.”
The whole college process
isn’t just picking the school, you
have to look at finances. Do they
have your major? Are they a good
fit for you? How far away from
home do you actually want--or
need--to go?
Too often when seniors talk
about which school they want to

attend, the first thing they mention is that they want to get as
far away from home as possible.
Counseling Department chairperson Meghann Dyer-Barnes
advised that location, itself,
shouldn’t be the top criteria for
selection.
“It depends on the situation,” she said. “I recommend
kids find a school that is a best fit
for them, that’s also gonna be a
good fit for their parents financially so it depends on I guess fit.”
Dyer-Barnes also spoke on
when you should be getting
involved and interacted with your
counselor.
“[Seniors] should have been
in contact with their counselors;
the best time is probably in their
junior year, a lot of students before that,” she said. “They don’t
know that they should start talking to their counselors and doing
more research so that by the time
they become seniors, they are
ready to apply.”
Making the transition to
college is going to be one of enormous change. One day we have to
raise our hand just to get permission to go to the washroom, and
then the next we’re being asked to
make profound choices regarding our future. Senior year in high
school is one filled with contrasts;
we’re still treated like children, but
we’re expected to make adult-level decisions that will likely impact
us for decades to come.
Perhaps even more important
than figuring out which college
to attend is that of choosing the
right course of study to major in.
Caitlyn Walker, a senior at
Whitney M. Young Magnet High
School, shed some light on how
she went about it.
“When picking my major, I
thought about what I was interested in,” she said. I am still undecided on what my major is, but I
have narrowed down my choices.
I am interested in black culture
and history, so I decided to major

MATH TEAM
continued from page 7

ing two positions.
In addition, the teams of
Algebra, Algebra 2, and PreCalculus also came to put their
name on the board. These
subdivision teams consist of
the compilation of individual
scores. The winners in Algebra and Pre-calculus brought
home a great third place, while

the Algebra 2 team took it a
step further and grabbed the
amazing second.
Now that the mustangs
have been identified as a true
competitor, the Math Squad
hopes to take the next competition by storm and bring home
even more titles for Morgan
Park.

in African American Studies. But I
also want to somehow tie dance
and also music education and
voice. I will probably major in afro
studies and then minor in dance,
voice, possibly theater.”
Once you start applying to
schools, it’s a lot that has to be
done. You have to do the actual
application, multiple essays depending on the school, getting
your letters of recommendation in
and so on.
I found myself being a tad
stressed out while filling out a
multitude of lengthy applications
and coming up with topics to write
out the personal essays for each
different college was the hardest.
Then I started using The
Common Application for the rest
of my schools, and it became
easier because my information
would already be plugged in.
“I prefer the Common App
because it is easier to work with,”
Walker said. “It can sometimes
be difficult to find the application
on the website and the Common
App makes it easy to finish all the
applications at once.”
The Common Application
membership association was
established in 1975 by 15 private
colleges that wanted to provide a
common, standardized first-year
application form for use at any
member institution. Today, The
Common Application serves over
one million students annually
through their free online first-year
and transfer applications.
With senior year vastly approaching for the juniors, some
current seniors have offered up
advice from their personal experiences.
Saryah Harris, a senior at
Kenwood Academy High school
offered her advice about being
accepted.
“Don’t wait until the last
minute to apply for schools or
scholarships; apply for more than
three schools,” she said. “Take
the ACT as many times as you
feel you need to to improve your
scores. There are always at least
two schools that will accept you,
no matter your GPA or ACT, you
just have to be willing to find
them.”
Even the ACT suggests that
a retake could help. According to
their website, 57 percent of those
who retake the exam increase
their score, while 21 percent had
no change, but 22 percent actually did worse. They do add that
the lower your initial composite
score, the more likely your second
score will be higher.
Caitlyn Walker also offered

up advice to help guide you
through your senior year.
“Remember to stay focused,”
she said. “Make schedules and
write them down all deadlines
because it is very easy to forget

them. Also, manage your time well.
Try to balance your homework/
grades and also stay on top of
your college work. It is also easier if
you apply early action and just get
everything out of the way.“

College-bound who choose
’undecided’ as a major are picking
unemployment as a career

S

o, you’re going to graduate from college with a degree
in Whatever and a minor in Some Other Thing. It really
doesn’t matter; as long as you get a diploma, getting a job
should be no problem, right?
Wrong! Today’s job landscape is extremely competitive,
thanks in large part to the lousy economic and job climate.
Frighteningly, 36 percent of college-educated workers under the
age of 25 are under or unemployed, according to data collected
by Andrew Sum, director of the Center for Labor Market Studies
at Northeastern University. The official unemployment rate for
grads under age 25 was 7 percent in May 2013, but that doesn’t
reflect all those who are under-utilized in one way or another.
According to Forbes, a business-oriented magazine, they
list the most valueless majors as (1) Anthropology, (2) Film/Video
Arts, (3) Fine Arts, (4) Philosophy, (5), Liberal Arts, (6) Music,
(7) Physical Fitness, (8) Graphic Design, (9) History, (10) English
Language/Literature.
But if you want your four years of college education, and the
extreme cost of earning it, to pay off right away with a decent
paying job, US News and World Report advises the collegebound to take on one of these 11 challenging academic fields:
Biomedical Engineering
This major leads to work that combines expertise of the life sciences,
engineering and medicine. The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates the
biomedical engineering field will see
62 percent growth(!) in jobs between
2010 and 2020.
Petroleum Engineering
New technology has created access
to shale formations thought unproductive 10 years ago. To tap these
reserves, a new crop of petroleum
engineers will be in demand.
Biometrics
This field teaches students how
to build automated identification
devices, such as facial recognition
systems. The biometrics industry is
expected to grow to $363 million by
2018, according to New York-based
Transparency Market Research.
Business Analytics
People employed in business analytics use data and statistical methods
to examine business performance.
Courses focus on computer software, math, statistics and communication skills.
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Eagerly-awaited college acceptance letters begin to arrive
By Alonzo Taylor
and Manuel Robinson

A

round this time of the
year, many students are
receiving their acceptance letters
into college.
Several students throughout
school have been accepted to
big-time colleges and are excited
to go and enjoy the great experience. Some look forward to learning something valuable for their
future, while others look forward
to the potential fun.
“I’ve been accepted to SIUC
[Southern Illinois University at

Carbondale],” senior Robin Kennedy said. “What’s most important about college is that it’s best
for everyone to go to a college
that fits, not necessarily what they
can make the best money off of,
but what they actually have a passion for. That way, they don’t get
tired of what they are doing to
quickly while in school.”
Ashley Hudson, a 17-year-old
senior, is really looking forward to
her college experience as she has
been accepted to many schools.
Hard work and a lot of essays that
she didn’t want to write helped
her get accepted to so many

MAJOR SUCCESS
continued from page 11

Cybersecurity
Large companies and governments
have made protecting their computer systems a top priority. Between
2014 and 2016, the Pentagon plans
to add more than 4,000 experts at
its Cyber Command. Students who
specialize in cybersecurity can also
expect to find openings in health care, energy and at security
services firms.
Data Science
Data science draws from various
fields, including math, statistics and
computer science.The International
Data Corp., a technology market research firm, says the global volume
of computerized data is doubling
every two years. This will help create
some 4.4 million jobs worldwide by 2015, estimates technology
research firm Gartner Inc.
Forensic Science
Forensic science students learn
how to use technology to analyze
evidence. As technology evolves,
more professionals are needed to
operate the new, sophisticated tools
to prevent and investigate crimes.
Computer Game Design
The global market for video and
online games is expected to reach
$82 billion by 2017, according to
DFC Intelligence, a San Diegobased market research company.
To succeed, designers must learn
animation, audio design, programming and production management skills.
Public Health
Two factors give public health
majors rosy prospects: the threat of
global epidemics, and the part of
health reform that focuses on prevention. Students can focus on the
scientific aspects of the discipline,
the statistical angle or policy, and
find work in hospitals, nonprofits and community health centers.
Sustainability
New and retooled environmental
degree programs are placing fresh
emphasis on practical problemsolving, a skill enticing to employers.
Sustainability managers in all sorts
of companies and organizations look
for ways to improve efficiency and
decrease waste and pollution.
Robotics
Between 2012 and 2020, robotics
could create between 2 million and
3.5 million new jobs, according to
Metra Martech, a London-based
market research firm. The field is
multidisciplinary, drawing on aspects
of computer science, mechanical
engineering, electrical engineering, psychology and many other
disciplines. Maybe you’ll land a job with SkyNet, er, Google.

school, she said. There is a ton
of inspiration behind her effort to
being accepted into college.
“Tuskeegee University, Kent
State, North Central College, and
Central State University are the
schools I’ve been accepted to,”
Hudson said. “I worked very hard
to get accepted into college. I had
to write a whole bunch of essays
that I did not want to write, and
instead of being lazy, I had to study
hard to maintain my good grades.”
A lot of colleges barely
accept students with sub-par
grades. That is why it is very important for students to take their

school work and their ACT tests
seriously, as colleges are becoming harder and harder to get
in to. Many students that don’t
take them seriously find themselves struggling to get accepted
anywhere higher than a junior
college.
Chitunda Tillman can’t wait
for college. He loves the game of
football and can’t wait to step a
foot on college.
“Grace College, Marquette
University, and Our lady Of the
Lake University are the colleges
I have been accepted into,” Tillman said. “Most important to

me about college is reaching my
goals and aspirations, being successful, and playing football.”
Joshua Brock, another
17-year-old senior, has been accepted into a number of colleges,
but there is one that he loves
the most. While he can’t wait to
graduate, he would like to attend
Mizzou.
“ I plan to attend the University of Missouri, and I plan to
study journalism,” the senior said.
“The most important thing about
college to me is having fun, and I
look forward to starting a new life
when I get on campus.”

Teachers endured tough jobs as teens, too
By DeQuan Hoover
and Kayla Lee

A

s a teen, there
comes a time when
you being to consider taking
up a part time job, whether
it is for some extra cash or to
help out with things around
the house.
Though teachers are in
the various positions they are
in now, that has not always
been the case. Many of them
had jobs as teenagers ranging
from waitresses to lifeguards.
In a sense, you can say that
they started from the bottom,
now they’re here.
Though they are many of
our teachers now, teaching
was not always the number
one choice for them.
When asked what she

wanted to be as a teen, English
teacher Marguerite Jung said she
wanted to be a psychologist.
Teachers weren’t always what
they are now. Some used to even
have jobs before they started
teaching. You know, as teens.
“I was an Andy Frain usher,”
Jung said, referring to her stint
working for the security provider.
“I worked at Sox Park, orchestra
halls, theaters, concert venues,
and Soldier Field.”
The jobs don’t just stop at
ushering. There were many other
different things that these teachers have done in their lives.
“I was a golf course caddy
at a country club when I was 13,”
said Joseph Christensen, a mathematics teacher.
Teens, a lot of the time, can
be strapped for cash and get jobs
to fill that void or sometimes they

don’t want to rely on their parents for everything. Sometimes
those jobs can fill that void.
“Andy Frain was 25 cents
above minimum wage,” Jung
said, “which was great for a
teen back then.”
Sometimes the pay for
these jobs can be really bad.
Not everyone is lucky enough
to get the highest paying jobs.
Jane Randolph, another
ath teacher, said that the pay at
her teen job was “horrible;” it
was only $2.35 an hour.
Today, the minimum wage
is $8.25 an hour in Illinois, nowadays. That doesn’t seem like a
lot of money but compared to
$2.35 an hour, it’s an awful lot.

Please turn to page 13 for
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Juniors less than thrilled with upcoming PSAE
By Brittani Shade

W

ith the big PSAE
(Prairie State
Achievement Examination) coming
up in April, juniors everywhere
are scrambling to study so they
can get into the best college/
university, if possible.
Although last years’ ACT
didn’t require students to complete the writing portion, they’re

bringing it back this year. This
is likely due to the fact that the
test that will replace the PSAE,
the PARCC, will have a writing
component.
This is the last year for both
the PSAE and ISAT which will
be replaced by the Partnership
for Assessment of Readiness for
College and Careers (PARCC) —
that tests for students’ abilities
that have more relevance to the
real world, rather than just their

knowledge.
Growing concerns and complaints by the students of Morgan
Park have filled the ears of the
school administration.
“I don’t get why we gotta
do an essay this year,” said junior
Dazesha Williams. “It’s stupid and
it’s not fair ‘cause the juniors last
year didn’t have to do it.”

Please turn to page 13 for

TESTING WORRIES

GETTING A GOOD LETTER
continued from page 11

a big part,” senior Timothy Smith
said. “But they can be so biased
or planned-out with students
going to teachers they know
will automatically say something
good, even though that’s what
they’re supposed to do. A letter
of recommendation can still be so
rehearsed that it could be kind of
lack truth.”
When trying to decide if
recommendations have any outlying pros and cons, only positive
things seem to come out. Despite
the chances of being unethical,
the letters seem to get the job
done.
“I would think they’d only be
helpful,” Social Science teacher
James Adduci said. “Students
just have to go to somebody that

they have a positive relationship
with that knows them well and
that could really speak to their
outstanding qualities.”
An acceptable letter of recommendation seems to include
brief mentions of the student’s
grades, scores, and courses that
make him/her able to apply. The
bulk of the rest would describe,
explain, and detail a student’s
qualities like dedication, leadership, attitude, character that
would put them in a position of
acceptance.
In the past, they weren’t
much of a big deal. But times
have changed and the importance of recommendations are
noticeable with most colleges
using them in their procedures for

possible future students.
Web pages like The Common Application and the Naviance site can help lessen the
load of not only recommendations, but college applications
as a whole. These websites help
start, track, and complete college
applications. Materials needed
to be sent like recommendations, test scores, and transcripts
can be done electronically using
these sites, which can save some
trouble.
“The best way to get a good
recommendation is to give the
assigned teacher enough time so
that the letter is special,” Berba
said. “Give as much specific and
distinct information as possible as
well.”
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Students look at their freshman year
By Londyn Durley
and Dana Anderson

M

organ Park has had its
ups and its down over
the years for students and teachers.
Each student has a different
aspect on Morgan Park and what
to expect. Freshmen who are
stepping into a whole new world
at MP all come in with different
attitudes and expectations.
Most students entering high
school expect it to be like a sitcom, much like the popular show
“Degrassi:” filled with fun, drama,
and, of course, some hard work.
High school is said to be the
four golden years of your life. It’s also
supposed to prepare you for the real
world. But surely not every student
agrees with those statements.
“My grades were good, but I

didn’t take it seriously” said senior
Shaina Thompson. “ It was a big
change from eighth grade to high
school, so I played around a lot.
It was fun, but I would not redo it.
High school was a long process.”
Some have been surprised by
the level of rigor they have found.
“It’s decent, it’s good education-wise, but the police are here
too much,” freshman Autumn
Bridgeforth said. “ I thought it
would much harder, though.”
Besides some of the misbehavior, MP is well-known for
having good sports and dance
teams. Many people wanted to
go here just because of those
things. You get to be on a team
with people who share the same
interest as you and your doing
something that you like to do in
high school and could also possibly get a scholarship for it.
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“When I first heard about MP, I
thought it was going to be a place
where you could share bonds with
many different types of people,”
freshman Samonhi Jackson said.
“Also when I heard about their
academic achievements, I was like,
‘Yes, I definitely want to go to that
school and be a part of that.’”
Mustangs, since the school
opened in 1916, have enjoyed participating with and supporting teams
with a long, long history of success,
and today’s freshmen love it.”
“The sports here are amazing,” Jackson said. “No matter
what sport it is, MP just excels in
all of them. When you go around
the school, l you see goals accomplished in everything, and with all
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Eek! What are you afraid of?
By Tyshay Russell
and Justin Truman

A

lmost everyone is
fearful of something.
Some people have much
more severe fears known as
“phobias.” This causes them to
have a kind of anxiety in which
they feel an intense need to
escape. Most phobias develop
in childhood, but they can also
develop in adults.
“Ever since I was a little
girl I’ve been afraid of thunder,” Lynae Williams, 21, said.
“Whenever it thunders, I run in
the basement and put my headphones in. I feel like the world
is going to end or there will be
some kind of deadly tornado.”
There are 6.3 million

Americans with a diagnosed
anxiety disordrer, or phobia,
according to the National
Institute of Mental Health, but
approximately 40 million adults
18 or older are likely affected.
The most common phobia
is a fear of public speaking, or
glossophobia. Listed at No. 2
is necrophobia (fear of death).
Williams’ fear of thunder is the
10th most common, according
to the institute’s findings.
There are many different
phobias. Some of the most common are phobias are of animals,
situational, blood-injection-injury,
and natural environment. Some
examples are: closed in places,
heights, highway driving, flying
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in the long run.”
Contradictions of the birth
of this holiday still arise today.
“Christmas commemorates the
birth of a baby—an event recorded in the Bible in such New Testament passages as Luke 2:1–20 and
prophesied about in Old Testament passages such as Isaiah 7:14.
The name given to this baby was
Jesus,” said the president of the
Answers in Genesis, Ken Ham.

Whether you believe this
or not also has to do with your
religion.
“Because of the influence of
Christianity and the birth of baby
Jesus, history is divided into two
basic divisions,” according to
Ham on his site. “As evidenced
by the fact that Western calendars
and historians count the number
of years from this time, this was a
very significant event even apart

from religious aspects.”
Hopes of your favorite sports
team winning as many games as
possible also ends up on the list
of Christmas gifts this year.
“[This year I’m looking
forward to] a Bears win,” senior
Brandon Raya said. “But I also
want a full ride to any college.”
It seems as though a full ride
to college would be at the top of
any seniors Christmas list.

Other students are focused
more on the social and fun side
of life.
“[I want] a [Nintendo] Wii because that really brings the family together while also showing
everyone a good time,” senior CJ
Truman said.
Unlike everyone else some
students remain undecided about
what they want or simply aren’t
interested in receiving anything

this year.
Maybe there are those who
realize that Christmas isn’t about
them and just want a break from
school and want to relax Christmas day, especially me.
It’s surprising, at least to me,
that for the first time in my life I’m
not really in the Christmas spirit this
year. I think this year it is all about
giving instead of receiving, you
know something different for once.

Sometimes the jobs, themselves, can suck. English teacher
Gerald Winston has experience
with this.
The English teacher hated
one job he had as a teen, saying
it “made him feel like a slave.”
Similarly, one teacher worked
some labor intensive jobs for his
boss who owned a car dealership.
“Although I mainly washed
cars at Tomczak Dodge in the
late ‘70s and early ‘80s,” journalism teacher Keith Majeske
said, “Mr. Tomczak owned a big
house in Michigan right on the
lake, where he had lots of tough
jobs to do. One included lifting
huge rocks onto the bed of his
green dump truck, going out to
his place in Michigan, rolling the
boulders down a steep hill on
the lakeside, and then placing
them as a breaker for the rising
lake level.”
With any job, a person can

always learn something to carry
on to the next one and through
life, whether it is life skills to use
in an emergency situation or
something to make someone a
better person in general.
“My job, as a teen, taught
me responsibility,” Winston said.
“I had to be responsible because
there were lives at hand.”
Some teachers never saw
that this is the profession that
they’d end up with.
“I did not want to be a teacher,” Winston said. “Who grows up
and wants to be a teacher?”
But there are always those
special teachers who even at a
young age knew that they wanted
to educate young people. When
asked if she always wanted to be
a teacher, English teacher Nicole
Ortman responded in a more
positive way.
“Yes,” Ortman said. “English
was always my favorite subject.”

and answer sheet. The test was
easy to most, but other students
complained about the amount of
time they had.
“I hate the fact that they gave
us time limits on those tests,”
World Language Program junior
Kayla Tarver said. “How do we only
get 35 minutes to read four long
passages and answer questions?”
The English portion wasn’t
too difficult, according to Brown.
“The first test was English
and it was pretty simple to understand,” the junior said. “Long
stories, but I just jumped around
the passages to get my answers.”

According to a press release
from Chicago Public Schools (CPS)
high schools have shown the largest
growth on record in PSAE composite scores in 2012. CPS has also
seen gains in each subject area with
an increase in meets and exceeds
of 1.0 percentage points in reading,
2.8 in math, and 4.4 in science.
“These gains are a result of
the hard work our students are
doing every day in the classroom,
with the support of great teachers, dedicated principals, their
families and communities,” Mayor
Rahm Emanuel said according to
the release.

BEFORE THEY WERE TEACHERS
continued from page 12

Teen summer employment rate since 1948
Fewer and fewer teens find, work summer jobs, according to Bureau of Labor statistics.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

TESTING WORRIES
continued from page 12

This school year came with
a surprisingly huge budget cut.
Teachers were laid off, complications with money for transportation for sports teams rose, and
classes were taken out. One of
those classes was an ACT Prep
class taken by juniors to help
them learn about different test
taking strategies as well as taking
a similar exam. Yet, those classes
have been moved to a few Saturdays starting in January of 2014.
“It’s a horrible replacement,”
said junior Chance Peggs. “I think
that you would be able to remember more if it was actually a class

in school instead of only taking it
once a week.”
Another junior, Omari Smith,
also shared his thoughts on the
replacement.
“I think everybody might fail
or get low scores,” he said. “It’s
not enough time to practice.”
Normally, ACT prep classes
range from about $200 to $800,
depending on what type of program it is. Thankfully, a fee of only
$20 is needed to go to those 13
prep classes.
The first test taking day was
held on December 7, where
students who scored between 14

and 19 on the PLAN test sophomore year got the chance to take
the practice exam before it was
opened to all juniors. The exam
is composed of Reading, Mathematics, English, and Science.
Nearly 120 juniors woke up at 8
on a weekend just to take it.
“It was definitely worth waking up early on a weekend,” junior Braylyn Brown said. “It gave
me a taste of what the actual test
will be offering.”
On that Saturday, each student
was given a number, 1 through 30.
Those 30 students were placed in a
group and assigned a test booklet
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Many new Illinois laws
took effect on Jan. 1

Gladiators, our show
returns in February
By Gerrick Jones

“I

ABC’s “Scandal” is a fan-favorite.
By Unique S. Boyd

A

lright! Listen up,
gladiators! If you’re a
rabid “Scandal” watcher, then
you know exactly what I mean.
For those of you who don’t watch
the popular TV show, here’s some
background information.
“Scandal” is an American
political thriller television series
created by Shonda Rhimes. It
debuted on April 5, 2012 the
ABC network. The third season
ended last month and will
resume in February (hurry!).
“I always watch it twice,”
said Vorice Causey, a special
education teacher and selfproclaimed gladiator since the
very beginning. “You miss so
much because they talk so fast,
and that’s why people have
‘Scandal’ parties.”
“Scandal” is best known
for its deep plot twists, but
Season 3 has revealed the best
secrets yet. From Olitz (Olivia
and Fitz) drama to Mama Pope
being a terrorist.
Olivia Pope and President
Fitzgerald Grant have been “in
love” and having an affair since
season one while his wife knew.
That’s right, First Lady Mellie Grant is full aware of the fact
that her husband is having relations with Olivia. Not only does
the first lady know about the
affair, but she encourages it.
“Them being together
has never been my motive to
watch it,” Causey said.
The first lady, supreme
court judge, chief of staff, and
Olivia stole the election for the
president. As Eli/Rowan Pope
calls him a boy who has everything handed to him.
“His speech was on point

to him,” said another fan, Mitzi
Patterson. “The president tried
to make him upset by saying
he’s sleeping with his daughter,
which clearly didn’t work.”
Huck, a former member of
B613 joined OPA (Olivia Pope
& Associates) after being homeless and trapped in a hole for so
long and Olivia saved him. He’s
B613 programmed, but so loyal
to Olivia.
Quinn, formerly known as
Lindsey, was brought to OPA
after being framed by Holist
Doyle for bombing a building.
She recently betrayed Olivia
and Huck brought in his B613
training to make sure she did it
again and made her leave OPA.
“It’s so, so addicting,”
“Scandal” junkie LaToya Boyd
said. “You always want more.”
Harrison was brought to
OPA after Olivia help him from
going to jail. He came up with
the name Gladiators and does
anything for Olivia. He says to
put all things aside because
you’re a gladiator first.
Abby joins OPA after Olivia gets her out of a domestic
violence relationship. Although
she questions Olivia sometimes, Harrison reminds her not
to and to trust Olivia. She gets
into a relationship with David,
a U.S. Attorney who has a lovehate relationship with Olivia.
Olivia makes David’s life miserable but puts it back together
at the same time.
“I like their relationship,”
viewer Leila Patterson said.
“Since she came from a domestic violence relationship she can

Please turn to page 15 for
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can’t believe that, it’s
about time though. I’ve
personally seen so many people
get into stupid trouble over weed.
And really, most people that I
know anyway aren’t bad people.
But they get a weed charge and
next thing you know their whole
lives are messed up. So this law
will be a positive thing.”
That was the reaction that
Ryen Jemrock had to the news
that Gov. Pat Quinn has been
pushing for law reform and implementation throughout the state.

In 2014 Illinois has enacted new
laws, such as legalizing medical
marijuana. Earlier this month,
Illinois passed the Compassionate
Use of Medical Cannabis Pilot Program Act, which legalizes medical
marijuana through a four-year pilot
program effective Jan. 1, 2014.
Now that there is a law about
drugs, how about a law regarding
sex? There is, sort of. One that is
now in effect means public school
districts teaching sex education will
now be required to teach about
birth control and sexually transmitted diseases, rather than just abstinence. The law does allow districts
to opt out entirely of sex education.

The new year brings several
changes that people need to be
aware of, such as a new system
for online voter registration, such
as increasing the maximum speed
limit on rural highways, and completely banning the use of handheld cell phones while driving.
Something that should get all
drivers’ attention especially teen
and young adult drivers is the new
law concerning driving while on a
cell phone: a statewide ban that
prohibits drivers from using all

people have phobias that others
might consider uncommon. There
are phobias for almost anything you
can think of. For example, vestiphobia is fear of clothing, xanthophobia
is the fear of the color yellow or the
word yellow, and technophobia is
the fear of technology.
In the United States, the National Institute of Mental Health
reveals that 8.7 percent of adults
suffer from at least one fear, with
21.9 percent of the cases being
classified as “severe.”
Typically, the average age for
the onset of a phobia is 7 years old.
Some symptoms of phobias
are feelings of panic, a need to
escape, terror, feeling unreal or detached to yourself, and losing control. Other symptoms are shaking,
sweating, nausea, rapid heartbeat,

and trouble thinking clear.
Phobias may develop from
genetics, brain chemistry, personality, and life experiences.
Consequently, only about
one-third of these people are
treated. Although, phobias are
highly treatable. Some treatments
are medication, but you can defeat your phobia if you face your
fears. You can practice breathing
exercises and write a list from the
less fearful to the most fearful.
You can also look up pictures of your phobia to lessen the
trauma. Another option is writing
down any negative thoughts you
have when confronted with your
phobia. Next, write positive coping
statements. The next time you have
to come in contact with your fears
you’ll know how to face them.

Please turn to page 15 for
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insects, snakes, and needles.
“I’m afraid of squirmy things
like mice and by myself because
when you’re by yourself anything
can happen,” senior Ason Blankson said. “If you get in trouble like
if you fall and break your ankle you
would have no one there to help.
Mice are just weird looking, weird
acting, and just weird!”
Another upperclassman
admitted to a fear that’s common
among many; acrophobia is 5th
among fears.
“I’m afraid of heights and
fire,” senior Ricky Davis said.
“Only normal stuff to be afraid of.
I just don’t like things above my
height limit. For example, standing over 20 feet in the air.”
Although these may be common things to be afraid of, some

OPINION: UNHINGED
continued from page 2

bake oven,” according to one
security guard.
These tech problems occur
way too often leaving the students
of MP to get to class way too late
and leaving us freezing in the cold
or burning in the hot weather.
Some students feel these
problems should’ve been handled
more appropriately.
“It was really inconvenient,
like didn’t they know that problem existed. Why did they wait so
long to fix it?” senior Courtney
Jones said. “And the way the staff
handled irritated students could’ve
gone way better than it did.”
Most students felt that the

administration could’ve taken a
better route to get us through the
metal detectors efficiently; there
would’ve been less problems.
“I felt like all of it was time
consuming and it was too cold to
have us standing outside waiting
to get into the building,” senior
Oriana Hondras said.
The anger was due to many
factors, the fact that is was freezing outside and that they only
had one door open to let over a
thousand students in.
Why can’t some of those
rented “white coat” security
guards actually work the doors
with the regular school secu-

rity members who appear way
overworked--since there are so
few of them, thanks to the budget
cuts?
Bitter-cold weather looks like
it’s here to stay this winter, with
sub-zero temps (like the arctic
blast earlier this week), so there
needs to be a much better plan
to allow students to enter the
building when they get here early
(which is what the school wants,
isn’t it?).
There needs to be a better
entry plan in place, otherwise I’ll
just wait until second period to
get to school. At least there won’t
be a line then.

analysis: “Consider A1 Higher
Level English in the IB curriculum:
Over the course of two years,
students study 15 literary works
from various genres, time periods
and regions of the world. Everybody studies at least one work by
Shakespeare. Students become
masters at analyzing prose and
poetry they’ve never seen before,
and they learn to comment intelligently on a writer’s style as well
as his use of literary techniques
such as irony, foreshadowing, and
symbolism.”
Oh, really?

Some might be thinking, that
doesn’t sound like an assignment where I can draw a picture
of Macbeth having his head
chopped off.
Uh-oh, again.
What about tests?
Snider described a typical IB
English exam question as follows:
“Examine the ways in which rebels,
outsiders, or characters alienated in
some other way from their society
have been presented in two or three
of the works you have studied.”
Huh? I got as far as “alienated” and immediately started

thinking about Will Smith and that
crazy-looking space creature in
“Independence Day.” The rest of
the question echoed in my head
like the voice of Charlie Brown’s
mother: “Wah-wah wah, wah wah.”
Uh-oh, once again.
Over the last few years,
seniors have routinely complained
that they’ve been the unlucky
class that has had to endure all
of the changes at MP. Finally, this
time, I speak for myself and the
other general education seniors,
that we’re happy that it’s happening—for once--after we leave.

OPINION: SOMETHING NEW
continued from page 2

ed, unless they chose the Diploma
Programme. “The school instruction will just be more rigorous.”
There’s that word again: rigorous. Well, what does that mean?
According to Merriam Webster dictionary online, it is defined
as “very strict and demanding”
and “done carefully and with a lot
of attention to detail.” Already, I
can hear many of you moaning,
“uh-oh.”
But the online resource saves
the best, or worst, clarification for
last: “difficult to endure because
of extreme conditions.”

Hmmm. Think about that
for a minute. The definition isn’t
“harder” or “tougher” or “a bit
more work.” It sounds more like a
description of the task for someone trying to climb the tallest
mountain in the world, or swim
across the ocean, or complete a
triathlon at the North Pole. And
that is what’s given to describe IB?
Is that accurate, though?
When I Google “IB rigor,” I
found a story that questioned
whether IB and AP courses are
truly rigorous. Here’s what the
writer, Justin Snider, found in his
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START OVER?
continued from page 16

son. The possibility of a trade after
the All-Star break is always a chance.
Long-time Bulls fan Brandon
Riley feels that the Bulls should
take their bruises now and compete in the “Melo Sweepstakes”
in the summer of 2014.

“To be honest, I think they
hold on to [Joakim] Noah and
[Luoh] Deng in the front court and
let go of Boozer,” Riley suggested
back in December, before this
week’s trade, “because Melo can
play the power forward position

and will be mismatches for any big
man trying to guard him. Boozer is
okay, but I would take Melo over
him any day. If the Bulls get him,
then they become an instant threat
to the Heat and also takes a huge
load off of Derrick Rose’s back.”

NEW YEAR, NEW LAWS
continued from page 14

hand-held cell phones on the road.
Drivers that do not adhere to the
ban, which went into effect Jan. 1,
2014, will be fined $75. For every
offense, the fee will increase by $25
and have a maximum fine of $150.
“That’s a good law, because
so many people be talking on their
phones in their cars, not paying
attention to the road,” student
Lauren Simmons said, adding,
“That’s how accidents happen.”
Though drivers cannot use
hand-held cell phones, they are
still able to use their cell phones
with hands-free technology such
as Bluetooth. Cell phones are a
huge distraction for drivers and
misuse can end in the same result
as many drunk driving accidents.
The big change that takes
effect in 2014 is the concealed
carry law. Illinois is the last state in
the nation to adopt a concealed

carry law. Now, citizens are waiting
to apply for permits, which they
may do so, at latest, shortly after
the start of the New Year. Markus
Johnson, who is off to college
in the fall, had not heard that he
would legally be able (with proper
registration) to carry a gun.
“I don’t know if it’s good or
bad,” he said. “I mean, the criminals have guns, so why not the
average person out here working
hard? Maybe it’ll make criminals
think twice about robbing people.
Voting in Illinois will get a
little easier starting next summer,
allowing online voter registration. The law does not grant the
ability to cast a vote online, only
register.
One law that surely will have a
certain population of drivers happy is the speed limit increase to 70
mph on rural interstates through-

out the state. Illinois’ current limits
are 55 mph in metropolitan areas
and 65 mph on rural highways.
“The new speed limit is not too
low and not too high,” driver and
student Rickey Davis said.
Illinois’ highways will not only
match the state maximum speed
limits of the majority of the country, but do so without increasing
the speed limit excessively.
Other laws include the following: Those younger than 18
years old can no longer use a tanning bed; the maximum penalty
for anyone caught using social
media to organize a violent “flash
mob” has increased from three
years to six years in prison; while
cigarette butts have now been
specifically designated as litter
and, under a newly strengthened
penalty, anyone caught tossing
one is risking a $1,500 fine.

Old sports locker policy reintroduced
By Marcel Harrell
and Quincy Beaird

S

chool officials evicted
all fall sport athletes
from their lockers earlier
last month due to changing
seasonal sports.
Administration continued
their strong enforcement of
past rules, but also introduced
new policies and regulations,
most notably by removing all
fall sport athletes from their
assigned athletic lockers on the
first floor south building near
the swimming pool.
Assistant Principal Dr. Mark
Simmons why the “new” policy
really isn’t new at all.
“I was on the team that
made the decision,” the assistant principal said, “but the
rule was always that those are

seasonal lockers, and when the
season is over, they must vacate
the lockers to make room for the
upcoming seasonal sports. Those
locker assignments were never
permanent. I haven’t been here
in the past couple of years, but
when I was here, we always had to
give up the lockers for the other
sports.”
Dr. Simmons went on to
explain that some of the actions in
that hallway that ultimately led to
the players vacating those lockers.
“Some of our concerns
were unauthorized entry and exit
through the rear doors, students
being unsupervised, and some
inappropriate activities going
on in the hallway,” he said. “We
wanted to make sure that not only
our school is secured but that our
students aren’t in harm’s way by
misconducts and things like that.”

Football players, whose
sport is over for the season, are
unhappy being evicted from
what they consider the “football hallway,” which features
lockers sealed with plastic ties.
“We have always had our
lockers in that hallway, and
now, all of a sudden, we have
to move because of the rules,”
said Jareem Fleming, a varsity
football player. “Nobody is
even using the lockers, so I
don’t understand what the big
deal is.”
Head football coach Wesely Yates emphasized that the
reason for the administration’s
response is simple.
“Some of the athletes
made poor decisions letting
students in without them going
through security,” he said. “It
was for safety reasons.”

‘SCANDAL’ IS THE BEST SHOW
continued from page 14

have a normal one. They still don’t
necessary trust each other.”
Cyrus and James are two
married men. Cyrus is the White
House Chief of Staff and close
friends with Olivia and Fitz. James
is a reporter and former reporter
at the white house. They have an
adopted baby girl. Cyrus says he
has 666 written across his forehead, so James should know who
he married. Their relationship is
very rocky and unsturdy with no
trust at all.

“You can tell they love each
other and that’s why they do
stupid things a lot,” said Jacob
Bonds, a sophomore fan. “[But]
I don’t think they will get a divorce.”
Jake is a former Navy buddy
with the president. The president
hired him to watch Olivia lying to
Jake saying she was “dangerous”
when it was actually for his own
personal needs.
Jake soon for Olivia and they
have a short relationship until
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Olivia cuts it off. Jake joins OPA
to stay close to Olivia and protect
her, but then leaves. He is now the
commandeer of B613 to replace
her dad. Before he goes he tells
Olivia he loves her and wants him
to stay, but he keeps watching.
In a word, this show is truly
scandalous, and, in my opinion,
a must-see. I can’t wait for its
midseason premiere return on
Thursday, February 27. Don’t
even call me once the show starts
at 9 p.m.
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Some say sports stars
take their lucrative lives
for granted
By Elijah McKinnis
and James Davison

B

ears QB Jay Cutler just
signed a seven-year,
$126 million contract extension;
the 30-year-old NFL signalcaller will make an average of
$18 million per year. This deal,
is essentially one of the most
lucrative in pro football.
If that sounds like a lot of
money, well, it is. In Illinois, the
median income for a single
earner is $47,485 in 2013. With
that being the case, it would
take 379 people working real
jobs for a full year to make the
same amount of money.
And what does Jay do for
a living? Saves lives of people
in burning buildings? Builds
computers? Conducts cancer
research?
Nope. He throws a football, you know, like what kids
and teens do for fun.
Professional athletes are
definitely making more money
than ever, buying enormous
mansions, sleek foreign sports
cars, and fine jewelry.
Do these athletes really
understand how special their
lives are or do they take what
they have for granted?
There is little doubt that
athletes today make an aboveaverage wage simply by playing
a game they (hopefully) love.
The average NBA yearly salary
was $5.15 million in 2012, while
the average MLB salary was
$3.2 million. That’s just average!
Some stars make more
money than entire communities,
but we continue to hear stories
about former star athletes going broke or bankrupt which
leads many to believe they
don’t appreciate the wealth and
abundance of things they have
been fortunate to have.
There is plenty of evidence
that many don’t continue to live
the prestigious lifestyle they did
when they actively participated
in their sport. Look to the legends like multiple MVP awardwinner and NBA All-Star Allen
Iverson; he made over $200 million during his illustrious career
and he claimed to be “broke”
just two years after retiring.
Mike Tyson, a multipletime heavyweight champ of
the world has a similar story; he
made over $300 million in his
boxing career, making almost
$30 million per fight; however
a couple of years after retiring,
he declared bankrupcy in 2003.
Some surprisingly big
names from the sports world,
those who made millions upon
millions during their careers,
ended up being bust-outs, losing practically everything they

ever had. A short list of those
who filed for bankruptcy include Cleveland Browns Bernie
Kosar, Dallas Cowboys Terrell
Owens, San Francisco Giants
Barry Bonds, Tampa Bay Buccaneers Warren Sapp. From the
Chicago Bulls, alone, victims
of financial mismanagement
include Eddy Curry, Scotti Pippin, and Dennis Rodman.
In contrast, the president
of the United States, arguably
the most powerful and important person on Earth, earns a
yearly salary of only $400,000;
he runs our country, while athletes just provide amusement.
Paying an athlete $13.5
million for a single year is to
some just overpriced especially
when most don’t understand
the value of a dollar. There are
doctors who save lives every
day and do not make anything
close to that amount.
On top of that, athletes
also get millions of dollars worth
of sponsors. By the time they
have retired for two years, 78
percent of former NFL players have gone bankrupt or are
under financial stress because of
joblessness or divorce, according to a 2009 Sports Illustrated
story on player bankruptcy. Also
within five years of retirement,
an estimated 60 percent of former NBA players go broke.
How do players who make
millions of dollars in a fiveto-ten span of employment,
manage to lose it all within a
matter of a couple of years
after retirement?
“I believe most athletes
just flaunt their money,” senior
Kayla Swope said. I think they
really waste a lot of money.”
Similarly, baseball coach
and security staff member Ernest
Radcliffe said, “They don’t quite
understand the value of the dollar. They take their wealth and
position for granted.”
Some see their fall is due
to the flamboyant lifestyle that
many players lead while they’re
in the limelight.
When Iverson traveled, he
allegedly didn’t like dragging
around a suitcase. What did he do
for clothes when he visited other
cities during his basketball career?
Buy brand-new clothes, of course!
But without suitcases, he didn’t
bring that stuff home, either.
“They waste money for
sure most athletes think its cool
to throw racks of money at
people randomly,” senior Aramis Williams said. if I was them,
I’ll hold on to my money.”
Others say that it’s their
own fault.
“It’s their life,” student Tyler Williams said. “They worked
for the money, but it’s dumb to
lose so much money.”

FIRST YEAR REFLECTIONS
continued from page 13

of these, combined, I have so much
school pride, and, yeah, there are
fights and disagreements, but that’s
any school, period, and you learn
to live with it and deal with it; but

overall, I love MP.”
Some students might have
been worried about the drama,
which includes arguments, fights,
and maybe even tears. And

with even the media promoting
conflict, courtesy of the many
“reality” television shows, it’s surprising when someone speaks up
against that type of behavior.

“I thought [high school] was
going to be fun and adventurous,”
freshman Jhana Alexander said. “
I thought it was going to be like a
fashion show since we don’t wear

uniforms, but it’s not at all like
that. It’s all gossip; everybody is in
everybody else business, it’s too
much drama. When there is no
drama, I like this school.”
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Lady Mustangs off to solid start Junior varsity teams
By Nyjiah Muhammad
and Chakeya Ward

T

he girls varsity basketball
team has a 9-2 record
(4-0 conference) and is off to a
great start this season, except
for the injury of the starting small
forward.
The coaches and players are
happy that they are starting their
season off with a perfect record
and plans to continue that out
through whole season and go
down state, but not so happy
about Tyana Porter, their starting
small forward, who was injured
during the first home game victory against Bowman Academy
(87-56).
“The Lady Mustangs are
great this season as I had already
planned,” head coach Kedonica
Taylor said, in her first year at the
helm. “We still have a few things
to work on here and there but
once we improve that we’ll be
all set and be preparing to go
downstate.”
The ladies opened with a big
win over parochial school Mother
McAuley (58-47), followed by
Bowman, Gwendolyn Brooks (7357), Harlan (73-30), Proviso East
(62-41), Hyde Park (57-40), and
Simeon (54-35).
The only two losses came at
the State Farm Holiday Classic
tourney over the winter vacation.
The ladies beat Belvidere North

Without
Bears,
Super
Bowl XLVIII
will one
be worth
watching

(63-41) on Thursday, Dec. 26, but
then fell to Normal University (5348) the next day, and Chatham
Glenwood, 49-48). The ladies
placed 7th overall.
The Lady Mustangs see a
great future ahead with the continuous of their hard team work
and dedication.
“I’m glad we are working
together as a team and dominating when we play,” captain Shami
Goodman said.
Porter might have gotten
injured, but she doesn’t think that
will keep her out for long.
“I was working really hard
that game and it all stopped
when I came down on my knee,”
junior Tyana Porter said. “I heard
popping noises when I fell and
became very nervous at that
point. The doctors think it’s an
ACL tear, but I don’t, and I think
I’ll be back before the season is
over.”
After suffering an injured
starter, the coach had to bring in
another player who she thought
would step up and help out the
team. The 10th grader is doing
pretty good and putting numbers
up on the board.
“I am glad I get the chance
to be a starter and have the
chance to help out my team in
a big way,” sophomore Cachet
Johnson said. “I think I’ve been
doing better than I thought offensively and defensively. I am
going to continue to work hard

and put in great work along with
my team.”
Since their attitudes have
been adjusted it has brought
them nothing but good so far.
“The Lady Mustangs are
looking great and I’m glad they
made a big adjustment in their
attitudes since the season has
started,” assistant coach Edward
Ivory said. “This is just the beginning for them and they have to
continue to work hard to defeat
harder teams which I think they
can do.”
The Lady Mustangs will continue to work hard all year long
and plan to win the city championship, which they’ve had the
chance to do for many years.
“I’m excited that we are
having a good season so far
honestly,” captain Bhrea Griffin
said. “I want to keep doing what
we’ve been doing and make
improvements so we can beat a
team [Whitney Young] whom we
have lost to for the past years
for the city championship. I am
willing to put in any extra time
and work to accomplish this
goal.”
The Lady Mustangs took on
the then-reigning Illinois Class 4A
state champion Whitney Young
Dolphins in the city title game at
Chicago State University last year.
However, the girls lost for the
third straight year to the Dolphins, 73-52.

By Jareem Fleming
and Ryan Jamrock

drastically changed. They’ve gone
from having a superb-caliber defense with a stagnant offense to a
team with a cake-walk defense but
a championship-capable offense.
I may slam the Bears a lot, but
are they not deserving of it? They
never fail to let Chicago fans down:
They don’t draft well, they don’t
have heart on defense, and they let
Chris Conte start a whole season
(which is ridiculous), and they don’t
make the necessary moves to win a
championship. If they were smart,
they’d draft Hasean Clinton-Dix
from Alabama, a free safety who
can also play corner and strong, he
should be moved to free safety and

A

fter all the Super Bowl
aspiration fantasies
and the infinite “#BEARDOWN”
hashtags on Twitter, my past
predictions of woeful Chicago not
reaching the playoffs turned out
to be a great prediction. Not only
did they not make the postseason
(again), but my 9-7 record I
predicted was too good for them,
as they succumbed to an even
weaker 8-8.
They’re not a horrible team,
but the culture of the Bears has

both shoot for title

By Lamont Walker
he girls and boys froshsoph basketball teams
are filled with young talent and
strong expectations. Both teams
are having a good season so
far, but the question is Can both
teams win a city championship?
“I really like the boys
frosh-soph team this year,
maybe because I look at them
as my ‘lil bros,” senior Byron
Patterson said. “They [are]
doing they thing on the court.”
A couple of weeks ago,
the boys took on powerhouse
Whitney Young.
“It was a good game , but
we came short in the fourth
quarter and the Dolphins took
the lead,” captain Austin Trice.
“I really feel that was an learning experience for me and the
team, because the team and I
are young and still learning.”
The boys team has a lot of
weapons they can use to make it
back to the city title game. The
team is looking good, but have
a couple flaws that need to be
fixed before they can win it all.
But for now, the team is
riding on their resilience and
willingness to leave it all out
on the hardwood.

“I believe I have the
toughest players in the city who
are willing to compete with
anybody,” frosh-soph head
coach Terry Johnson said.
Many people don’t really
watch the frosh-soph girls play,
unfortunately, because they are
girls, and they think girls are
don’t play as tough as the boys.
Well, not this year the Girls Frosh
Soph team are nice this year.
The girls frosh-soph team,
featuring a new coach, was
undefeated going into the
holiday break.
”I’m okay with the new
coach that we have,” said
sophomore guard Jayla Howard. “I just want to win a city
championship.”
Most people--including
myself--who follow the young
boys and girls teams believe
that they have the talent and
the toughness. I really think
our frosh-soph girls and boys
are really a good team. I mean
not every team is going to
have a perfect season, but with
so much hard work put in, only
time will tell.
As of the week of December 20, the girls were 5-0
in the Red-South conference
and the boys were 3-2 in the
Red-South.

Zach bowman should be moved
to strong with Conte moved to the
McDonalds fry station.
The Broncos--which are my
prediction to win the title and
still is--will have a challenge; the
Seahawks are extremely dominant
in the NFC, but can be beat and
have been beaten.
Admittedly, I fell off with some
of my Wild Card game picks; I
figured the Eagles would take the
Saints (who barely edged Philly),
and I expected to see the Packers
take out the Niners--I mean, the
game was played in Green Bay
and the temperature was 5 degrees! Who knew San Fran would

come to play in the cold?
On the plus side, I had the
Chargers beating the Bengals
in an upset (blowout), and I had
the Chiefs losing to the Colts.
Looking ahead, I think this
will be the most dramatic and
exciting playoff series ever that
will leave the Broncos and the
Seahawks in Super Bowl XLVIII.
Prediction: The No. 1 offense versus the No. 1 defense
with both teams boasting a
13-3 record equals a great
game, but QB Peyton Manning
will pick apart Seattle like he
did the Bears in Super Bowl
XLI. Denver wins, 37-23.

T

Unrealized title may suggest time for Bulls to rebuild
now-final trade last week. Joakim
Noah becomes an unrestricted
free agent next year; is he going
to be next on the trading block?

Season started with high hopes

By Tahje Hartley
and Torry Johnson

T

he Chicago Bulls were a
powerhouse team with
visions of NBA-title glory two
seasons ago and had the look
of promising future with All-Star
Derrick Rose leading the charge.
That vision has been shattered with the Bulls becoming a

barely average NBA team and
now the question being raised by
fans is it time to blow the whole
team up and start from scratch.
And as of Monday, it appears
that Bulls management is going in
this direction by trading Luol Deng
to the Cavaliers for center Andrew
Bynum and three draft picks.
Initially, it appeared like
the Bulls wanted to keep things
together after they shot down the

A former MVP, Rose returned
to the court this year coming
off of a difficult year-and-a-half
recovery from a torn ACL. Fans
were ecstatic about “The Return”
with all the commercials he did
showing he was ready to reign
dominance in the NBA again.
But not even a quarter into
the season, he tragically tore his
meniscus and left a gaping hole
in an already erratic Bulls squad.
“It’s really unfortunate that
he worked so hard to get back to
carry his team on his back and now
he’s out for another season,” said
Jevaughn Morgan, a proud Bulls
fan. “But I don’t think this year

team was close to the 2010-2011
Bulls team that was stacked, they
are depleted on their roster man.”
Now with the lynch pin of
the squad having to live with two
repaired knees, it’s questionable
if he could even be a shadow of
the player the Bulls selected first
overall in the 2008 draft.
Worse still, the Chicago Bulls
talent level has decreased over
the past two seasons and desperately needs help offensively. The
Bulls night-in and night-out sell
out on defense, but can’t go the
distance because the lack of fire
power on the scoring end.
The team let go Omer Asik,
Kyle Korver, CJ Watson, Nate
Robinson, and Marco Bellineli
since 2011. These key players have been sorely missed in
Chicago as they flourish with other
title contending teams. Many have

speculated bringing in All-Star
Carmelo Anthony in next year, but
can they afford a “Melo” contract?
If they do bring in Anthony who
will have to be released?
Personally, I believe it’s time
for the team rebuild if they want
to compete with the two heavyweights in the Eastern Conference: the Miami Heat and Indiana
Pacers. Reloading the squad with
top-quality ball players is the key to
regaining supremacy in the league.
I like the Bulls and all, but
they can’t bang with the Heat
simply because of the lack of
scorers. Great offense beats good
defense almost all the time.
The Bulls are playing sub-.500
(13-18, 3rd in the Central Divsion as
of Jan. 3), but it’s still early in the sea-
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